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Abstract

Quantum computation enables the execution of algorithms that have exponential com-

plexity. This might open the path towards the synthesis of new materials or medi-

cal drugs, optimization of transport or financial strategies etc., intractable on even the

fastest classical computers. A quantum computer consists of interconnected two level

quantum systems, called qubits, that satisfy DiVincezo’s criteria. Worldwide, there are

ongoing efforts to find the qubit architecture which will unite quantum error correction

compatible single and two qubit fidelities, long distance qubit to qubit coupling and scal-

ability. Superconducting qubits have gone the furthest in this race, demonstrating an

algorithm running on 53 coupled qubits, but still the fidelities are not even close to those

required for realizing a single logical qubit. Semiconductor qubits offer extremely good

characteristics, but they are currently investigated across different platforms. Uniting

those good characteristics into a single platform might be a big step towards the quan-

tum computer realization.

Here we describe the implementation of a hole spin qubit hosted in a Ge hut wire dou-

ble quantum dot. The high and tunable spin-orbit coupling together with a heavy hole

state character is expected to allow fast spin manipulation and long coherence times.

Furthermore large lever arms, for hut wire devices, should allow good coupling to su-

perconducting resonators enabling efficient long distance spin to spin coupling and

a sensitive gate reflectometry spin readout. The developed cryogenic setup (printed

circuit board sample holders, filtering, high-frequency wiring) enabled us to perform

low temperature spin dynamics experiments. Indeed, we measured the fastest single

spin qubit Rabi frequencies reported so far, reaching 140 MHz, while the dephasing
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times of 130 ns oppose the long decoherence predictions. In order to further inves-

tigate this, a double quantum dot gate was connected directly to a lumped element

resonator which enabled gate reflectometry readout. The vanishing inter-dot transition

signal, for increasing external magnetic field, revealed the spin nature of the measured

quantity.
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1 Introduction

There is a class of important problems, the best known algorithms running on currently

fastest classical computers are not able to solve within a reasonable time frame, be-

cause of their exponential complexity. Examples of those problems are synthesis of

medical drugs or purpose oriented new materials, optimization of large transport grids

or financial strategies, machine learning enabled diagnostics and prediction methods

etc. Meanwhile, Moore’s law described speed increase and cost reducing miniaturiza-

tion of field effect transistors, the classical processors are made of, is expected to hit

the wall soon. Technical difficulties appearing for a few nm wide transistor channels are

hard to overcome. On the other hand, electron transport through structures with sizes

comparable to the electron wavefunction, has enabled the observation of quantum ef-

fects. Cooling down to temperatures near the absolute zero, allowed the localization,

observation and manipulation of isolated quantum states. A very interesting property

of such a system, from the information point of view, is the quantum superposition.

The quantum superposition tells that a quantum system, having two possible states,

can occupy these two states simultaneously. In other words, it is said to be in a super-

position of the two basis states. Assembling many of such two level quantum systems,

in an interconnected grid, would constitute a quantum computer, with its basic two level

unit called a qubit. Similar to a bit in a classical computer, the basis state of a qubit

can be represented as binary 0 or 1. So, how does the quantum computer solve the

above mentioned problems faster than the classical one? If one freezes the compu-

tation happening on a classical 64-bit processor and observes the binary code on its
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bus, this code would be one out of 264 possible combinations of 64 binary digits. In

fact, this would also happen in the case of 64 coupled qubits. An observation would

return just one realization out of the 264 possibilities. However, a crucial advantage of a

quantum computer is that, before that observation, the performed calculation can use

all of 264 combinations in parallel, while on the classical one, no matter if we observe it

or not, it is always in one out of 264 possible combinations. To get a better feeling of the

quantum property that provides the mentioned speedup, let’s consider the following ex-

ample. Say we have two dogs and they have to stay within the courtyard because they

might attack our neighbor’s cat otherwise. One day, at work, we completely forget if the

courtyard door have been left open or not. While running home, for us, both outcomes,

dogs out or dogs in, have the same probability and we might think that the dogs are in

some kind of superposition. But, the dogs are physically in one of these two states all

the time. It is our not knowing which makes this two outcomes equally possible. If the

dogs, on the other hand, would behave as quantum objects, they would physically not

exist in any of this states but in their superposition, until we come and eventually deter-

mine whether we let the dogs out or not. In that very moment they would stop to exist in

the superposition and appear just inside the courtyard or, unfortunately, outside. Such

an intrinsic property of a quantum system, i.e. quantum superposition, facilitates an

exponential increase of the computational power and the information storage space

with the number of qubits in the quantum computer. This enabled Shor [Shor, 1994] to

come up with the algorithm for calculating prime factors of an integer number in a poly-

nomial time, a problem which is considered intractable for large integers on a classical

computer.

Those ideas and concepts sound very promising, but, how can one create a quantum

computer, as a matter of fact, how can one even create a single qubit? A qubit can

be created by encoding information into any two level quantum system that satisfies

the DiVincenzo’s qubit criteria [DiVincenzo, 2000]. Those criteria include the necessity

for a scalable physical system with well characterized qubits, the possibility for qubit

initialization, an universal set of the qubit gates (including single and two qubit gates),
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long coherence times in respect to the qubit gate time, and qubit-specific measurement

capability.

In the above discussion, the quantum computer is assumed to be assembled out of

logical qubits which behave perfectly, meaning that they are completely error free. In

reality qubits are very prone to wrong initialization, wrong readout and faulty manipula-

tion (faulty gates). For example, a wrong readout could occur if the integration time, for

achieving a good signal to noise ratio (SNR), is on the order of the relaxation time. The

faulty manipulation can happen because of a short coherence time in comparison to

the manipulation time. All the three, initialization, manipulation and readout are char-

acterized by the corresponding fidelities, which are measured as the ratio of correct

outcomes divided with the total number of attempts. In case the physical qubits have

fidelity higher than the threshold value of 99%, by performing the quantum error cor-

rection protocol, on a number of them, the logical qubit can be recovered [Fowler et al.,

2012]. The better the physical qubit fidelity, the lower the number of required physical

qubits for the realization of a single logical qubit (∼ 3600 for a 99.9% fidelity).

In order to satisfy the above criteria people have tried to implement qubits in two level

quantum systems such as the polarization state of a photon [O’Brien et al., 2009], two

an-harmonic levels in a superconducting circuit [Barends et al., 2014], hyperfine states

of trapped ions [Brown et al., 2011], nuclear spins in a diamond [Waldherr et al., 2014]

and charge and spin states in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) [Hayashi et al., 2003;

Loss and DiVincenzo, 1998; Kane, 1998]. Superconducting qubits went the furthest in

demonstrating a quantum algorithm execution [Arute et al., 2019], but a single logi-

cal qubit is still a hurdle set very high, for any platform. On the other hand, similar

manipulation fidelities [Yoneda et al., 2017], much longer relaxation times [Muhonen

et al., 2014], very sensitive and fast readout [Schaal et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2019;

Keith et al., 2019] were observed in different realizations of spin qubits confined in solid-

state semiconductors QDs. Additionally, the small footprint and the possiblity of using

already highly developed semiconductor nanofabrication techniques, renders the spin
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qubits as promising candidates for addressing the fundamental scalability requirement.

But, the exact semiconductor platform that will unite all these good characteristics is

yet to be found, especially in terms of high fidelity two qubit gates [Nowack et al., 2011]

and long distance spin to spin coupling [Borjans et al., 2020] which seems to be the

main obstacle.

First experimental realizations of semiconductor spin qubits were demonstrated in dou-

ble quantum dots (DQD) created by electrostatic depletion of an electron gas below the

electron beam patterned gate electrodes in GaAs heterostructures [Petta et al., 2005;

Koppens et al., 2006]. Despite a very large boost of the coherence time by the nuclear

spin polarization techniques [Bluhm et al., 2010] and nuclear notch filtering methods

[Malinowski et al., 2017], the nuclear noise induced decoherence pushed a large part of

the community towards electron spins in Si. Si naturally comes with a lower amount of

isotopes carrying a non-zero nuclear spin and it can be additionally purified. As a result,

extremely long coherence times [Muhonen et al., 2014] and high qubit manipulation fi-

delities [Muhonen et al., 2014; Yoneda et al., 2017] were measured. Also, two qubit

gates, based on the short range exchange coupling were shown [Veldhorst et al., 2015;

Zajac et al., 2018; Watson et al., 2018]. Furthermore, great results on a distant spin

to spin interaction (> 4mm) [Borjans et al., 2020] suggest that long distance qubit

gates are within reach for electron spins in Si, dressed with an artificial spin orbit cou-

pling. Using the intrinsic spin orbit coupling of holes, on the other hand, avoids the

necessity for additional micro-magnets for the artificial spin-orbit coupling generation,

simplifying thus the qubit device fabrication. Such enabled fast and fully electrical spin

manipulation of a hole spin qubit in Si [Maurand et al., 2016], but the dephasing time

T ∗2 ≈ 60ns was short as well. Ge, on the other hand, offers even stronger and tun-

able spin orbit coupling [Hao et al., 2010; Kloeffel et al., 2017], while still offering a

reduced amount of spin carying nuclei and allows isotopical purification, as well. A

preserved CMOS foundry compatibilty combined with an easier confinement caused

by lower effective masses, give an additional vote to Ge as a scalability friendly mate-

rial. Initial studies performed on holes in Ge/Si core/shell nanowires [Lu et al., 2005;
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Brauns et al., 2016] revealed relatively long relaxation time of T1 = 0.6ms [Hu et al.,

2012] and the dephasing times of T ∗2 = 180ns [Higginbotham et al., 2014]. Further-

more, the experiments on gate defined DQDs in two dimensional hole gasses hosted in

a Ge/SiGe heterostructure, uncovered the great potential of holes in Ge by demonstrat-

ing a two qubit gate executed in 75 ns and a single qubit fidelity of 99.3% [Hendrickx

et al., 2020].

The qubit described in this thesis is based on hole spins confined in DQDs hosted in

Ge hut wires (HWs) [Zhang et al., 2012; Watzinger et al., 2014]. HWs are created by

means of strain relaxation, built up in Ge monolayers, epitaxialy grown on Si. They

are fully strained and have a triangular cross section with a base width of 20 nm and

a height of 2 nm. The strong confinement and strain lifts light hole-heavy hole de-

generacy with the heavy hole being the ground state [Watzinger et al., 2016] of the

system. Such should allow long spin dephasing times [Fischer et al., 2008] and to-

gether with a strong and tunable spin-orbit coupling [Gao et al., 2020] should result

in large coherence to manipulation time ratios. Indeed, the experiments revealed the

fastest (to date) Rabi frequencies for a single spin qubit, reaching 140 MHz [Watzinger

et al., 2018]. But, the Ramsey experiment revealed a lower than expected dephasing

time of 130 ns, similar (within an order of magnitude) to other hole spin dehasing times

reported so far [Higginbotham et al., 2014; Maurand et al., 2016; Hutin et al., 2018;

Hendrickx et al., 2020] and the dephasing of an electron spin in a natural Si [Pla et al.,

2012]. First step towards an examination of the dephasing time deteriorating noise

sources is a fast readout. Here comes another advantage of HW devices, namely a

high gate to dot coupling factor, which is expected to increase the readout sensitivity of

the gate reflectometry readout technique.
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2 Theory

2.1 Bloch sphere representation

A description of the basic principles needed to understand the spin qubit experiments,

described in this thesis, is given below:

A state |Ψ〉 of a two level quantum system can be represented as a superposition

|Ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉 of its basis state vectors |0〉 and |1〉, where α and β are complex

numbers. The total probability of a quantum system, to be in one of the states, is 1,

meaning |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Regarding the phase of these two complex numbers, only

the relative phase between them has a physical meaning. These two facts, about

the total probability and the phase, allow the state representation as a vector |Ψ〉 =

cosΘ
2
|0〉 + sinΘ

2
eiφ |1〉, with only two variables Θ and φ, at the so called Bloch sphere,

where 0 ≤ Θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π.
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Figure 2.1: Ilustration of the Bloch sphere. The quantum state |Ψ〉 is represented by a unit vector,

going from the center to the surface of the sphere. Its direction is determined by the angles Θ and φ

which carry the information about the quantum state. Six characteristic states are shown, with |0〉 and

|1〉 being the basis states.

2.2 Rotating frame approximation

Let’s suppose that the the two level quantum system is a spin-1/2 particle. Since the

spin is a magnetic dipole, after application of the magnetic field B, the Hamiltonian of

such a system looks like [Levitt, 2001]:

H = −~µ ~B (2.1)

with ~µ being the spin magnetic moment ~µ = eg
2m
~S. Here, e is the elementary charge, m

the particle mass, g is the g-factor along the magnetic field direction and ~S = h̄
2
~σ is the

spin vector. Furthermore h̄ is the reduced Planck constant and ~σ stands for the Pauli

matrices σx, σy and σz.

σX =

0 1

1 0

 , σY =

0 −i

i 0

 , σZ =

1 0

0 −1

 (2.2)
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The Hamiltonian can be then written as:

H =
1

2
gµB~σ ~B (2.3)

where µB = eh̄
2m

is the Bohr magneton.

Solving the Schrödinger equation:

ih̄
d

dt
|Ψ(t)〉 = H |Ψ(t)〉 (2.4)

and assuming a magnetic field along the z direction ~B = Bz~z one can see that the

system has energies:

E± = ±1

2
gµBBz (2.5)

and evolves in time according to:

|Ψ(t)〉 = e−i
H
h̄
t |Ψ(0)〉 = e−i

ωz
2
σzt |Ψ(0)〉 (2.6)

where ωz = gµBBz
h̄

stands for the Larmor frequency.

The term e−i
ωz
2
σzt introduces a relative phase evolution φ = ωz

2
t between the spin up

|↑〉 = |0〉 and the spin down |↓〉 = |1〉 components in the state |Ψ〉, corresponding to the

|Ψ〉 rotation around the z-axis in Figure 2.1, with frequency ωz.

The Equation 2.6 can be written in the following form:

|Ψ(t)〉 = Rz(
ωz
2
t) |Ψ(0)〉 (2.7)

where Rz = e−i
ωz
2
σzt is the rotation operator around the z-axis.

In general, the rotation operator around a single axis is R(b) = e−i
b
2
σ. Since σ is a Pauli

matrix σx, σy or σz, the following applies:

R(b) = e−i
b
2
σ = Icos(

b

2
)− iσsin(

b

2
) (2.8)
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and therefore:

Rx(b) =

 cos( b
2
) −isin( b

2
)

−isin( b
2
) cos( b

2
)

 (2.9)

Ry(b) =

cos( b2) −sin( b
2
)

sin( b
2
) cos( b

2
)

 (2.10)

Rz(b) =

cos( b2)− isin( b
2
) 0

0 isin( b
2
)− cos( b

2
)

 (2.11)

Following the techniques from the nuclear magnetic resonance, the spin state can be

rotated from |1〉 to |0〉 by applying an oscillatory magnetic field, in a perpendicular

direction to the static one and with a frequency equal to the Larmor frequency. For

understanding the state evolution, it is handy to work in the rotating frame. In the

rotating frame the Bloch sphere rotates with the reference frequency ωREF causing a

spin, exposed to a static Bz field, to appear static in the case of ωz = ωREF :

|Ψrot(t)〉 = |Ψrot(0)〉 = |Ψ(0)〉 (2.12)

where |Ψrot(t)〉 is the spin state as seen from the rotating frame.

In general, we want to find the transformation:

|Ψrot(t)〉 = Rz(−c) |Ψ(t)〉 . (2.13)

where c = ωREF t
2

. Since Rz(c) is a unitary operator, the following is valid:

|Ψ(t)〉 = Rz(c) |Ψrot(t)〉 . (2.14)

Next, one needs to find the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame (Hrot). By substituting

Equation 2.14 in the Schrödinger equation in the laboratory frame 2.4, one gets:

ih̄
d[Rz(c) |Ψrot(t)〉]

dt
= HRz(c) |Ψrot(t)〉 (2.15)
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Now, by following the derivations from the book [Levitt, 2001]:

ih̄
d |Ψrot(t)〉

dt
= [Rz(−c)HRz(c)− h̄

ωREF
2

σz] |Ψrot(t)〉 . (2.16)

Thus, Hrot can be expressed as a function of the already knownH (Equation 2.3):

Hrot = RZ(−c)HRZ(c)− h̄ωREF
2

σz (2.17)

2.3 Spin dynamics

To drive qubit rotations, from |↓〉 to |↑〉, a magnetic field burst (wave of a limited duration)

should be applied along an axis orthogonal to the z-axis, with the burst frequency ωREF

equal to the Larmor frequency ωz. Let’s consider the case for a burst applied along the

x-axis:

~Bx(t) = Bburstcos(ωREF t+ φp)~x (2.18)

The burst amplitude Bburst is non zero only during the burst and φp is the initial phase

of the burst.

Furthermore, ~Bx(t) can be decomposed to the resonant and the non-resonant term:

~Bx(t) = ~Bres
x (t) + ~Bnon−res

x (t) (2.19)

~Bres
x (t) =

1

2
Bburst[cos(ωREF t+ φp)~x+ sin(ωREF t+ φp)~y] (2.20)

~Bnon−res
x (t) =

1

2
Bburst[cos(ωREF t+ φp)~x− sin(ωREF t+ φp)~y] (2.21)

The ~Bnon−res
x (t) term rotates in the opposite sense to the Larmor frequency and has

almost no influence, therefore ~Bx(t) ≈ ~Bres
x (t).
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Thus the total magnetic field looks like:

~B = Bz~z +
1

2
Bburst[cos(ωREF t+ φp)~x+ sin(ωREF t+ φp)~y] (2.22)

By substituting ~B in Equation 2.3, the total Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame looks

like:

H =
1

2
gµB[Bzσz +

1

2
Bburst[cos(ωREF t+ φp)σx + sin(ωREF t+ φp)σy]] (2.23)

H =
h̄ωzσz

2
+
h̄ω1

2
[cos(ωREF t+ φp)σx + sin(ωREF t+ φp)σy] (2.24)

where ωz = gµBBz
h̄

and ω1 = gµBBburst
2h̄

.

Due to the approximation of the total magnetic field with the resonant one, the rotating

frame is from now on called the rotating wave approximation (RWA). By substituting

Equation 2.24 into Equation 2.17, the Hamiltonian in the RWA reads as:

Hrot =
1

2
h̄(ωz − ωREF )σz +

h̄ω1

2
(cosφpσx + sinφpσy) (2.25)

So, the magnetic field burst, with the burst frequency ωREF equal to ωz rotates the spin

around an axis in the x-y plane defined by the burst phase φp. In case ωREF 6= ωz a

z-component in the rotation axis appears as well.

To give a concrete example, let’s assume that the frequency of the burst matches the

Larmor frequency ωz = ωREF , the phase φp = 0, and the time of the burst is τ . Then

the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.25, during the time τ , reduces to:

Hrot =
h̄ω1

2
σx (2.26)

and the state evolves as:
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|Ψrot(t)〉 = e−i
ω1
2
σxt |Ψrot(0)〉 = Rx(ω1t) |Ψrot(0)〉 (2.27)

After the burst is finished (t > τ ) Bburst = 0 and consequently H = 0 meaning that the

state is static for t > τ .

For a burst duration adjusted such that b = ω1τ = π
2
, the rotation operator Rx(b) reads

as:

Rx(
π

2
) =

 √
2

2
−i
√

2
2

−i
√

2
2

√
2

2

 (2.28)

If the initial state is |Ψrot(0)〉 = |0〉 =

1

0

, after the burst, the final state will be:

|Ψrot(t > τ)〉 = Rx(
π

2
) |0〉 =

 √
2

2
−i
√

2
2

−i
√

2
2

√
2

2

1

0

 =

 √
2

2

−i
√

2
2

 =

√
2

2

i
1

 = |−Y 〉 (2.29)

So, by applying the Rx(
π
2
) burst the state got rotated by an angle of Θ = π

2
around the

x-axis, as shown on Figure 2.2. In other words a (π
2
)x pulse was applied.

+X

0

RX

1

+X

0

1

-Y -Y

2

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the spin state rotation around the x-axis, in the RWA approximation. An

appliedRx(π2 ) rotation, rotates the initial spin state |Ψrot(0)〉 = |0〉 to the final spin state |Ψrot(τ)〉 = |−Y 〉,

according to the right hand rule.
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2.3.1 Electric dipole spin resonance (EDSR) driven spin rotation

The spin rotating oscillatory magnetic fields can be generated by oscillatory currents

passing through a stripline next to a qubit device [Koppens et al., 2006]. But, such

fields are hard to restrict only to a space region of a spin confining QD, prohibiting thus

the spin addressability in systems involving multiple QDs. An alternative solution is to

use slanted magnetic fields, generated by a properly shaped micromagnet. A different

static magnetic field, experienced by spins in adjacent QDs, allows the spin address-

ability in that case. Additionally, due to the micromagnet generated magnetic field

gradient, the microwave (MW) electric field induced shaking of a spin carrying charge

particle, translates into an oscillatory magnetic field which rotates the spin state from

|↓〉 to |↑〉 when the frequency of the electric field fMW matches the Larmor frequency

[Pioro-Ladrière et al., 2008]. In order to avoid the fabrication of micromagnets, the in-

trinsic spin orbit coupling can be exploited as a mechanism which couples the charge

motion and the spin. An effective oscillatory magnetic field can be generated as a

consequence of a charge wavefunction displacement in a system with sizeable spin

orbit interaction. This field, in the presence of a static magnetic field can induce spin

rotations via the so called EDSR mechanism. The amplitude of the effective magnetic

field, which determines the rotation frequency ω1 (Equation 2.25), is proportional to the

spin orbit interaction strength and the wavefunction displacement. The displacement

is further proportional to the amplitude of the oscillatory electric field, at the charge

particle position. In particular, for holes in Ge wires, which is the system used for the

experiments in this thesis, there are different types of spin orbit interaction mecha-

nisms [Kloeffel et al., 2017] which summed up determine the effective magnetic field

value.
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2.4 Single quantum dot
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Leaky capacitor:

Figure 2.3: Sketch of a contacted single quantum dot. The QD is represented with the filled circle.

The source (S) and drain (D) metal electrodes, called leads, are electrostatically and tunnel coupled

to the QD via leaky capacitors. A leaky capacitor consists of the capacitance Ct and the tunneling

resistance Rt. It is called ”leaky” because a charge can tunnel through it. The width of the tunnel barrier

defines the tunnel resistance as Rt ∼ 1
Γt

, where Γt is the tunnel rate. The subscript t is exchanged

with S and D for the source and the drain, respectively. The gate electrode (G) is only electrostatically

coupled to the QD via the capacitance CG. VSD is the voltage applied between the source and the drain

(because the amperometer (I) represents a short) and VG sets the potential of the gate electrode in

respect to S and D.

Because of the Coulomb interaction, particles with the same charge sign repel each

other. Here we focus on positively charged holes. If a hole is trapped in a very small

box, a relatively high energy, called charging energy EC would be required to add

another hole in the box, allowing thus control of the box’s charge state. Such a box

is called a QD. Furthermore, if the dimensions of that box approach the size of the

hole wavelength, bound states are formed, causing orbital level quantization, with the

level splitting ∆E. Such a QD could allow control and readout of the hole state with

a carefully designed setup. For this, the QD is typically contacted with two tunnel and

one capacitively coupled metal electrodes, as can be seen in Figure 2.3. Applying

voltages to these electrodes shifts the respective electrochemical potentials. The elec-

trochemical potential of a QD (µ(N)) is the energy needed to add the N-th hole to it:
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µ(N) = U(N) − U(N − 1), where U(N) is the total energy of a QD filled with N holes.

Two different electrochemical potential configurations with a small VSD applied between

the source and the drain, can be seen in Figure 2.4. For a hole, it is energetically

favourable to tunnel from a lower to a higher electrochemical potential. Therefore in

Figure 2.4b, the QD is filled with N-1 holes and there is no current transport or in other

words, the dot is in Coulomb blockade (CB). In Figure 2.4a, hole transport through

the QD is allowed trough µN . The current transport can be measured by a sensitive

amperometer. By sweeping the gate voltage, every time the electrochemical potential

is inside the bias window eVSD = µS − µD there is a peak in the current, resulting in a

series of Coulomb peaks (CPs) (consult Figure 2.4c). From here the addition energy

can be extracted as Eadd = µ(N + 1)− µ(N) = EC + ∆E. Since the same orbital level

can be occupied with two antiparalel spins, ∆E can be zero. So, filled orbitals result

in zero total spin and therefore an oddly occupied dot, with many holes inside, can be

approximated with a dot occupied just with one hole.
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ΓS ΓD ΓS ΓD

Figure 2.4: QD electrochemical potential ladder and Coulomb peaks. Zero temperature is assumed

here, resulting in a sharp Fermi distribution. a When µ(S) < µ(N) < µ(D) current transport is allowed,

which results in a current peak, the so-called Coulomb peak. b For more positive gate voltage and when

µ(N) < µ(S), µ(D) the QD is in Coulomb blockade resulting in no current. Since µ(N − 1), is above

µS and µD, the dot is occupied with N-1 holes. c The gate-voltage sweep sequentially drives the dot

electrochemical potentials through the bias window, resulting in a series of CPs. Going in a positive VG

direction, after each CP the number of holes localized in the QD reduces by one.

Now, let’s assume that the dot is tuned to an odd occupation number of holes. Upon

application of an external magnetic field, the spin degeneracy is lifted as can be seen

in Figure 2.5. The spin states are then splitted by the Zeeman energy EZ , introduced

above.
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a) b)

DS

μDμS

DS

μDμS

c)

μD

μS

S D
kBTe

EZ

EZ

Magnet

Figure 2.5: Zeeman splitting of hole spin states and temperature broadening of µS and µD. a

Schematic showing a QD occupied by a single hole. b Upon application of an external static magnetic

field, the hole spin levels split by EZ . The spin down state is the ground state and therefore it is occupied,

while the dashed circle of the spin up state marks it as non-occupied. In a and b VSD = 0 and the electron

temperature (Te) is considered to be zero. c Same as in b, but a finite Te broadens µS and µD, with a

thermal broadening proportional to kBTe, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Also VSD 6= 0.

The up |↑〉 and down |↓〉 spin states form a two level quantum mechanical system

and all the considerations introduced above, for the spin-1/2 system, apply here. After

satisfying the DiVincenzo criteria such a system can be operated as a spin qubit. For

obtaining good fidelities for a single QD spin qubit [Loss and DiVincenzo, 1998], EZ

needs to be large in comparison to the thermal broadening of µS and µD (consult Figure

2.5c). This typically results in a very high qubit manipulation frequency fMW = fREF =
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fz = Ez/h [Pla et al., 2012]. If, on the other hand, one encodes the qubit in the spin

states of one QD integrated in a serial DQD configuration, initialization and readout

can be governed by the inter-dot tunneling instead of the lead to dot tunneling. Since

the inter-dot transition does not suffer from the thermal broadening, the same fidelities

can be achieved with a lower Ez, reducing thus fMW to a range of well developed and

affordable high frequency (HF) electronics.

2.5 Double quantum dot

S D
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QD1
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1

VG2
Ct

Rt

Ct
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Leaky capacitor:

Figure 2.6: Sketch of a double quantum dot. A DQD consists of two single QDs, connected in series.

The left QD is coupled to the source contact via the leaky capacitor characterized by CS and RS , while

the drain couples to the right dot via the leaky capacitor characterized by CD and RD. The small

distance between the two QDs makes them electrostatically and tunnel coupled, which is quantified

by the mutual capacitance CM and the tunnel resistance RM ∼ 1
ΓM

. The gate electrode G1(2) is not

only electrostatically coupled to QD1(2) through CG1(2), but also cross-coupled to QD2(1) via CG12(21).

The reason of the cross-coupling is the small distance between gates G1 and G2 caused by the small

distance between the QDs. Similarly as in the single QD case, the voltage between the source and

the drain is set by VSD while the voltage VG1(2) sets the potential of QD1(2) in respect to the S and D

potential.

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of a series DQD. Pretty much all DQD principles stated

below are taken from the reviews of W.G. van der Wiel et al [van der Wiel et al., 2002]

and R. Hanson et al [Hanson et al., 2007]. The electrochemical potential configuration

can be seen in Figure 2.7. Here they are adjusted such that a small bias window fits
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µ1(N,M − 1) and µ2(N − 1,M), allowing thus transport of holes between S and D.

The amplitude of the transport current is set by the tunnel barriers characterized with

tunnel rates ΓS,ΓM ,ΓD and by the level alignment. In the case when µ1 and µ2 are

aligned, the transport is elastic, resulting in a larger current. In the misaligned case the

current transport can only happen involving energy exchange with the environment,

resulting in a smaller current. In Figure 2.8a CG12(21),Cm and VSD are assumed to be

zero. If Cm, CG12(21) > 0 (Figure 2.8b) then the lines get inclined and transport can

happen at, so called, triple points at which µ1 and µ2 are aligned. Upon application of a

bias VSD, the triple points evolve into bias triangles, shown in Figure 2.8c. The triangle

size depends on the applied VSD. An example is given for the (1,1)-(0,2) DQD charge

transition. Going from a lower to an upper point of the upper triangle baseline, µ1(1, 1)

is aligned with µ2(0, 2) resulting in an elastic tunneling and therefore the pronounced

current line. Along the right edge of the upper triangle, µ1 stays aligned with the source

potential. Going towards lower VG2 voltages initially reduces the current because of the

DQD potentials misalignment, until the excited state µ∗2(0, 2) gets aligned with µ1(1, 1).

Alignment of these two levels is preserved along the line parallel to the baseline, re-

sulting in a higher current. Apart from the baseline and this parallel line, everywhere

else in the triangle the current transport is enabled via inelastic tunneling. Since the

hole can tunnel both through the ground and the excited state, of the right QD, the

current is higher in the darker region. Similar explanation applies for the lower bias

triangle as well, with a different charge configuration sequence during the transport of

a single hole. For the upper triangle the sequence is (1,1)→(0,2)→(0,1)→(1,1) while

for the lower one it goes (1,2)→(1,1)→(0,2)→(1,2). From such a stability diagram, in-

volving tunneling via excited states, all relevant energy scales and couplings can be

extracted. For example the G1(2) to QD1(2) coupling factor α1(2) can be extracted as

α1(2) = |eVSD|
δVG1(2)

[van der Wiel et al., 2002].
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the double quantum dot electrochemical potentials. Due to the mutual

capacitance between the dots, the electrochemical potential configuration of one dot depends on the

hole number in the other. The potentials µ1 in QD1 are shown for M-1 hole in QD2, while for the shown

potentials in QD2 (µ2), N-1 holes are assumed in QD1. The potentials in each dot can be shifted up

and down in energy by the respective gate electrode voltages, shown in Figure 2.6. The potentials

µ1(N − 1,M − 1) and µ2(N − 1,M − 1) are above the µS and µD, thus they trap holes resulting in the

DQD charge configuration being (N-1,M-1). ΓS ,ΓM ,ΓD are the tunnel rates between the source and

QD1, QD1 and QD2, QD2 and the drain, respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Sketch of the charge stability diagram of a hole DQD. a Vertical (horizontal) lines repre-

sent CPs of QD1 (QD2). For all the gate voltages inside one enclosed square, the charge configuration in

the DQD is fixed. Going from far negative to far positive VG1(2), QD1(2) gets depleted. The mutual capac-

itance Cm and the cross-capacitances CG12(21) are considered to be zero here. b For CG12(21), Cm > 0

the lines form a honeycomb pattern. The crossing points from a are now splited into two triple points, in

which three different DQD charge configurations meet. The triple points are connected with the inter-dot

transition line. Sweeping gate voltages perpendicular to this line drives one hole between the two dots,

while the overall charge number on the DQD stays the same. In a and b VSD ≈ 0. c Zoom-in into the

(1,1)-(0,2) inter-dot transition, enclosed in the red dashed square in b. The condition VSD > 0 evolves

the triple points into corresponding bias triangles. The electrochemical potential alignments are shown

for five characteristic gate-voltage configurations, at the edges of the triangles.
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So far just charge states were considered. The spin state dependent charge transition,

while changing the gate voltages along the detuning (ε) line (consult Figure 2.9) makes

the transition between the charge state (1,1) and (0,2) interesting. The possible states

for small ε are either the singlet S, in which the two-hole wave function has a symmetric

orbital and anti symmetric spin part or the three triplet states T for which the symmetries

are opposite. For zero magnetic field, S is the ground state and the three triplets are

degenerate and higher in energy for both (1,1) and (0,2) charge configurations. In the

(0,2) charge configuration, the singlet S(0,2) and the triplet T(0,2) form in QD2:

S(0, 2) = (|↑2↓2〉 − |↓2↑2〉)/
√

2

T−(0, 2) = |↓2↓2〉

T0(0, 2) = (|↑2↓2〉+ |↓2↑2〉)/
√

2

T+(0, 2) = |↑2↑2〉

The subscripts mark the spin position in QD1 or in QD2. Due to the strong wave

function overlap, the energy splitting between the singlet and the triplet in a single QD

(EST (0,2)) is typically in the meV range, making the T(0,2) states not relevant in the

scope of this work. In the (1,1) charge configuration, the S-T splitting is often called

exchange splitting J. J is typically much lower than EST (0,2), which, in addition to S(1,1),

makes the three triplets relevant in the (1,1) charge configuration. Their spin parts read

as:

S(1, 1) = (|↑1↓2〉 − |↓1↑2〉)/
√

2

T−(1, 1) = |↓1↓2〉

T0(1, 1) = (|↑1↓2〉+ |↓1↑2〉)/
√

2

T+(1, 1) = |↑1↑2〉

In the CB regime, due to J being much smaller than other energy scales [Koppens

et al., 2007] the relevant energy levels are the |↑〉 and |↓〉 states in each QD (consult

Figure 2.9b).
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2.5.1 Pauli spin blockade

The mentioned spin state dependence of the charge state transition, occurs in the

area between the green dashed baseline and the orange line in the triangles in Figure

2.9. The spin selection rules, stemming from the Pauli exclusion principle, allow the

charge transition only for the singlet state. Such a mechanism of allowing or blocking

the charge state transfer, depending on the spin state is called Pauli spin blockade

(PSB) [Ono et al., 2002] which allows readout of the spin state via charge sensing [En-

gel et al., 2004]. If the electrochemical potentials are aligned as in Figure 2.9b, once

the hole tunnels from the source contact to any of the T(1,1) states, the transport gets

blocked. Depending on the energy separation between the S and T states, mecha-

nisms such as nuclear field induced spin flip-flop processes, electrical noise via spin-

orbit interaction or other, can lead to spin flips and consequently to the spin-blockade

lifting. Recalling the particular case shown in Figure 2.9b, the higher energy T+ or T0

states can relax and the ground T− state can be excited to the unblocked singlet state,

resulting in a finite current in the PSB region.
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Figure 2.9: DQD energy levels relevant for the experiments performed in this thesis. The energies

are depicted for the (1,1)-(0,2) charge transition. The bias triangles are formed due to VSD > 0. Colored

lines represent the states (darker ones the separated singlet and triplets and lighter ones joint singlet

and triplets) and the dashed colored lines the transitions between the states. The DQD energies versus

detuning ε, are shown at the bottom. The detuning is defined as the difference between S(1,1) and S(0,2)

electrochemical potentials, ε = µS(1,1)−µS(0,2) = α1(VG1−VG10)−α2(VG2−VG20), where VG10 and VG20

are the coordinates of zero detuning. The gate voltage along the detuning axis is marked with the black

dashed arrow. a The electrochemical potential configuration is shown for gate voltages in deep CB, for

the S(1,1) and S(0,2) alignment and for the T(1,1) and T(0,2) alignment. The transitions corresponding to

the mentioned alignments are depicted with green and yellow dashed lines in the triangles (the current

between the lines is small due to PSB), while the energy versus detuning shows the corresponding

avoided crossings. b An applied magnetic field B splits the respective states by Zeeman energy EZ . For

large negative detunings (deep CB) those are the spin up and down states, while for ε around zero, those

are the singlet and triplets. In the situation shown here EZ > tc resulting in T−(1, 1) being the ground

state for ε = 0. The detuning axis does not reach the triplet avoided crossing, so the joint triplets are

not shown in the graph below. The difference between the g-factors in QD1 and QD2 causes different

transition frequencies between the separated spin states. Still, if the g-factors are almost equal, one

would see only one (instead of three) orange dashed lines in the triangles.
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2.6 Loss-DiVincenzo qubit in a DQD

2.6.1 The qubit formation

The qubit described here is a Loss-DiVincenzo qubit encoded in a spin state of a hole.

Deep in the CB spins in each QD can be treated separately and given that QD2 traps a

spin down hole, the DQD states |↓1↓2〉 and |↑1↓2〉 can be translated to |↓〉 and |↑〉 states

of the qubit hosted in QD1, respectively.

2.6.2 Initialization and readout

The qubit is initialized by mapping the PSB blocked triplet T− to the |↓〉 state in the CB

region. In principle, loading any of the three T (1, 1) states is possible. However, since

the qubit is driven only at a single frequency equal to ωz, the g-factor difference makes

the respective CB mappings of the T+ and T0 non sensitive to the applied drive (consult

Figure 2.9b). Therefore, loading of T+ and T0 decreases the initialization fidelity, which

is defined as the number of times when T− is initialized divided with the total number of

initializations. If all the three triplets have the same loading probability, the initialization

fidelity would be 33%. The initialization fidelity could be increased by e.g. waiting until

the other initialized triplet states relax to T−. But, the limitation of the spin manipulation

period length, caused by the minimum readable transport current, prohibited this ap-

proach for the qubit measured in transport, which will be described below. From now

on, S and T− are taken to be the relevant states in PSB, while other two T(1,1) states

are neglected and the initialization fidelity is taken to be 100%. Regrading the readout,

it works in the opposite fashion to the initialization, where the |↓〉 from the CB maps to

T− in the PSB, therefore blocking the transport through the DQD. On contrary, |↑〉 would

map to S(1, 1) state, allowing the transport via the S(0, 2) state. Apart from transport,

the qubit state can be also read out by sensing different capacitive contributions of the
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blocked and unblocked states via the gate reflectometry [Crippa et al., 2019].

2.6.3 Manipulation

In order to satisfy the DiVincenzo’s criteria of having an universal set of qubit gates, the

rotations about two orthogonal axis in the Bloch sphere need to be possible. The ap-

plication of those gates enable the transition between any two arbitrary quantum states

on the Bloch sphere. In case of a spin-1/2 system those rotations can be driven via an

oscillatory magnetic field, applied perpendicular to the spin splitting static field, a mech-

anism also known as electron spin resonance. Alternatively, for systems with spin orbit

coupling, spin manipulation is possible also via oscillating electric fields [Dobrowolska

et al., 1982; Golovach et al., 2006; Hendrickx et al., 2020] or g-tensor modulation [Kato

et al., 2003; Maurand et al., 2016]. Additionally, a spin rotation can be driven via an

optical excitation [Hanson et al., 2007], pg 1254. We believe that the spin-orbit cou-

pling enabled EDSR is responsible for the spin rotations in this thesis, as no electrically

tunable g-factors have been shown for the HW system.

Rabi experiment

A typical experiment for proving a single axis spin rotation is the, so called, Rabi ex-

periment. A step by step explanation of such an experiment, based on the EDSR

mechanism in the DQD, introduced above, is given in the following.
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Figure 2.10: Rabi experiment schematic. The waveform applied to the QD1 gate vG1(t) is shown at

the top. The duration of the CB (PSB) interval is marked with TCB(TPSB). The MW burst duration is

marked with τburst. Each electrochemical potential configuration schematic shows the relevant energy

levels alignment during the corresponding interval. The initialized spin down state, at the time point t1,

is represented by the pure red vector pointing down, in the Bloch spheres. The vector around which the

state rotates during the MW burst (rotation vector) and the point-dashed trajectory the state describes

during the rotation, are color matched to the darker blue color of the MW burst. At the time point t2,

the rotation stops and the final state is indicated with the corresponding final state vector. The ratio

of red and green RGB color values in the final state vector color is proportional to cos(Θ), where Θ is

a polar angle of the state (consult Figure 2.1). Bloch spheres with the rotation vector, initial and final

state vectors, together with the state trajectories are shown for three different burst durations τburst1,

τburst2 > τburst1 and τburstN1 > τburst2. A series of arrows, showed for the time point t3, indicate the

successive measurement outcomes, the average of which returns the spin up P |↑〉 and the spin down

P |↓〉 = 1 − P |↑〉 state probability. The case of the non-resonant driving in which Ω = ω1 (see text) is

shown on the right.
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The waveform vG1(t) drives the DQD between CB and PSB. During the TPSB, once a

hole tunnels from the source contact to a triplet state the transport gets blocked. The

case for loading T− is indicated in Figure 2.10 while the other two triplet states are not

considered, as explained above. The triplet T(0,2) states are elevated in energy and

therefore not shown as well. Switching vG1 towards more negative voltages, drives the

DQD deep into CB where the initialized T− state gets mapped at the spin down |↓〉 state

in QD1. In principle, to stay on the detuning axis, one would need to apply a counter

acting waveform at the QD2 gate, but this is not absolutely necessary, since the switch

between CB and PSB can be done also along a line parallel to VG1 in Figure 2.9. In

CB, the initialized state is manipulated by the applied burst. As explained above, in the

case of a resonant burst (ωz = ωREF ) applied along the x-axis, the Hamiltonian from

Equation 2.26 is valid. For the burst duration τburst2, the corresponding rotation operator

Rx(ω1τburst2 = π
2
) can be read from Equation 2.28. Since the initialized state is |↓〉, the

resulting state after the burst can be calculated following Equation 2.29 as:

|Ψrot(t = t2)〉 = Rx(
π

2
) |1〉 =

 √
2

2
−i
√

2
2

−i
√

2
2

√
2

2

0

1

 =

−i√2
2

√
2

2

 =

√
2

2

−i
1

 = |+Y 〉

(2.30)

At the moment of switching vG1 abruptly back towards the spin blockade (t3), the spin

in QD1 needs to ”choose” the |↑〉 or |↓〉 state which consequently gets mapped to

the S or T− state, respectively. Depending on whether the state is on the southern

(northern) hemisphere, after the rotation, the consecutive repetitions of the waveform

yield more |↓〉 (|↑〉) resulting states, as illustrated with the series of red (green) arrows in

Figure 2.10. Finally averaging across many of the consecutive outcomes, for the same

τburst, returns in the probability of the spin state being up or down. By repeating this

sequence for incrementaly increasing τburst, oscillation of the |↓〉 (|↑〉) state probability

can be observed, with a so called Rabi frequency ω1. An example of such a trace can

be seen in Figure 2.11 in blue.
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The discussion above considers resonant driving, namely ωz = ωREF . In practice the

burst frequency can be detuned from the Larmor frequency causing a non-zero σz term

in Equation 2.25 which gives the following Hamiltonian:

Hrot =
1

2
h̄(ωz − ωREF )σz +

1

2
h̄ω1σx =

1

2
h̄Ωσz +

1

2
h̄ω1σx (2.31)

considering φp = 0 as in the resonant case.

As can be seen from the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.31 and in Figure 2.10, in the case

of a non-resonant driving, the spin rotates around an axis in the x-z plane. The angle

of the rotation vector is determined by the arctan( Ω
ω1

) and the rotation frequency is

increased to
√

Ω2 + ω2
1. The angle between the initialized |↓〉 state and the rotation

vector determines the small circle on which the state precesses during the rotation. In

the particular case shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 for Ω = ω1 the state rotates from

100% |↓〉 to 50/50 mixture of |↓〉 and |↑〉, with a frequency
√

2ω1.
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Figure 2.11: Ilustration of ideal Rabi oscilation traces. Simple sinusoidal traces generated in Python

simulating the probability of measuring the spin up state P |↑〉, at the time point t3 versus linearly in-

creasing τburst. Several oscillation periods are shown for both the resonant drive, with the frequency of
ω1

2π = 50MHz and the non-resonant drive, with the frequency of
√

Ω2+ω2
1

2π = 50
√

2MHz. The points for

the three τburst from Figure 2.10 are indicated here as well. The traces color here have nothing to do

with any other color in this thesis.
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Two-axis qubit manipulation experiment

As mentioned above, in order to have a complete set of qubit gates, the rotations about

two orthogonal axis in the Bloch sphere need to be possible. One of the possible

experiments demonstrating such a rotation mechanism is explained in the following.

Here we focus only at the CB interval of the experiment, since everything else is the

same as in the Rabi experiment. Instead of applying a single burst during the TCB, now

vG1(t) contains two resonant (i.e. ωz = ωREF ) bursts separated by the waiting time τwait

(consult Figure 2.12). The duration of each burst is calibrated for a π
2

rotation, from

the Rabi experiment. The phase of the first burst is zero, causing a (π
2
)x rotation of the

initialized |↓〉 state, to the equator of the Bloch sphere. During the waiting time the state

is frozen. Recalling the Hamiltonian 2.25 one can see that φp determines the phase of

the spin rotation vector in the x-y plane. Four different φp cases are shown in Figure

2.12. The probability P |↑〉 is measured by averaging across many of the consecutive

outcomes, for the same φp, as explained above. For φp = 0, the rotation vector for both

bursts is along x-axis, and the final spin state is 100% |↑〉. For φp = π
4

and φp = 7π
4

the

final state has φ = π
4

and φ = 3π
4

respectively, with Θ = π
4

in both cases.
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Figure 2.12: Two-axis spin rotation. The waveform applied to the QD1 gate vG1(t) is shown at the top.

The duration of the CB (PSB) interval is marked with TCB(TPSB). Two bursts, separated by τwait are

applied during the TCB . The first burst causes rotation around the x-axis while the second causes the

rotation around an axis in the x-y plane, the angle of which equals the initial phase of the second MW

burst φp. The initial state, a state evolution trajectory around the indicated rotation vector and the final

state are illustrated at the Bloch spheres for t1 to t2, t2 to t3 and for four different t3 to t4 intervals (four

different φp cases). The first two intervals are the same for every waveform sequence. The color coding

is the same as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.13: Plot showing the probability of the state at the time point t4 being up (P |↑〉) versus

φp of the second burst, simulated in Python (QuTiP). While φp is being swept from 0 to 2π, the P |↑〉

does one full sinusoidal oscillation.

The main point of the analysis is the case of φp = π
2
, illustrated at the lower middle

Bloch sphere in Figure 2.12, which leads to the following Hamiltonian:

Hrot =
1

2
h̄(ωz − ωREF )σz +

h̄ω1

2
(cosφpσx + sinφpσy) =

h̄ω1

2
σy (2.32)

The corresponding rotation operator can be calculated according to Equation 2.10 and

for this case it is:

Ry(
π

2
) =

√2
2
−
√

2
2

√
2

2

√
2

2

 (2.33)

Since the state at the time point t3 is |+Y 〉, for φp = π
2

the final state after the second

burst is then:

|Ψrot(t = t4)〉 = Ry(
π

2
) |+Y 〉 =

√2
2
−
√

2
2

√
2

2

√
2

2

 √2

2

−i
1

 =

√
2

2

√
2

2

−1− i

1− i


=

√
2

2
e−i

π
4

−i
1

 =

√
2

2

−i
1

 = |+Y 〉 (2.34)
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The fact that the |+Y 〉 state remained the same after the second burst means that it was

rotated around y-axis, which further proves the rotation around two orthogonal axis.

In general, by sweeping φp of the second burst, from 0 to 2π, a sinusoidal oscillation

of the spin up probability (consult Figure 2.13) proves the rotation around an arbitrary

axis in the x-y plane.

2.6.4 Decoherence

In order to satisfy another DiVincenzo’s criterion, the coherence time needs to be long

in comparison to the rotation time. The general decoherence mechanisms for a spin-

1/2 qubit, hosted in a DQD introduced above, together with the protocol for their quan-

tification is explained in the following. The quantum state is considered coherent as

long as it stays in the prepared state defined with Θ and φ (consult Figure 2.1). For the

spin-1/2 system the interaction with the environment can flip the spin state (relaxation)

and randomize or dephase φ, causing decoherence. This interaction is governed via

the mechanisms of spin-orbit coupling, hyperfine coupling with the host material nuclei

and virtual exchange processes with electrons in reservoirs. In case of very small tun-

nel rates towards the reservoirs and/or large detuning between the reservoirs and the

dot electrochemical potentials, the last mechanism can be typically neglected [Hanson

et al., 2007](pg 1234). Which of the other two mechanisms will cause which decoher-

ence effect (i.e. the spin state relaxation or the dephasing) is determined by the spe-

cific experimental parameters, e.g. host material, hole or electron, amount of applied

magnetic field. In the case of heavy holes states in Ge, the p-type orbital symmetry

is expected to greatly reduce the effect of the Overhauser field, whose longitudinal

component Bz
N is the main cause of dephasing for electrons in GaAs [Hanson et al.,

2007](pg 1241). For the case of electrically tunable g-factors, the charge noise could

cause the noise in the Larmor frequency and consequently the dephasing. However

there are suggestions that charge noise insensitive, gate-voltage sweet spots can de-

crease the dephasing [Wang et al., 2019]. Anyhow, the exact mechanisms leading to
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a hole spin dephasing are yet be investigated.

The relaxation, on the other hand, is expected to be mainly caused by the fluctua-

tions in the dot potential (phonons, charge noise, electrical noise at the gate electrodes

coming from the room temperature instrumentation...) via the strong spin-orbit cou-

pling. However, experimental findings non-negligibly deviate from what is theoretically

predicted [Vukušić et al., 2018].

For quantifying the decoherence, the dephasing time (T ∗2 ) and the relaxation time (T1)

can be measured separately. The experiment for measuring T1 is presented in a previ-

ous thesis [Vukušić, 2018] and it will not be discussed here. T ∗2 is typically measured

by means of the Ramsey experiment, which is explained below.

Dephasing T ∗2 - Ramsey experiment

In principle the Ramsey experiment can be performed following the same procedure

as for the two axis qubit manipulation experiment, with the difference of sweeping τwait

instead of φp. As can be seen in Figure 2.14, two bursts calibrated for the (π
2
)x rotation,

in the resonant case, separated by the time interval τwait, are applied here as well.

Apart from the resonant drive, also the non-resonant drive case, which consequently

includes the z-axis rotation, is explained here. In the resonant case the |+Y 〉 state,

at the time point t2, picks up a random phase during the τwait interval. The reason is

the longitudinal noise component (as explained above), causing the randomization of

the Larmor frequency and consequently the noisy σz term in Hamiltonian 2.25. Such

introduces a random z-axis rotation and finally the mentioned random phase. Without

the dephasing the subsequent (π
2
)x burst would result in |↑〉 state which would translate

to the singlet state in the PSB and result in the maximum current transport. As can be

seen in Figure 2.15, from the blue trace, small τwait, even with dephasing, produces

such a case. P |↑〉 is measured by averaging amongst many final state outcomes,

with random phases, for the same τwait. For increasing τwait the phase gets more

randomized and consequently the measured P |↑〉 is asymptotically approaching to the
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50%. The decay of such a trace versus τwait gives information about dephasing. The

decay shape might give an additional information about the noise, e.g. noise with a

Gaussian distribution should cause a decay of a Gaussian form as well [Hanson et al.,

2007](1241). Fitting the trace with e
−(

τwait
T∗2

)2

, then, allows to extract T ∗2 . In the non-

resonant case, apart from the dephasing there is a deterministic rotation around the

z-axis caused by the non-zero detuning: ωz − ωREF = Ω 6= 0. Therefore during τwait

the state picks up also the deterministic phase ∆φ = Ωτwait. The linear increase of

the state phase causes the oscillation in the measured probability P |↑〉 as can be seen

from the orange trace in Figure 2.15. This can be understood by observing the cases of

τwait1 and τwait2 > τwait1 in Figure 2.14. From the rightmost Bloch spheres one can see

that the state phase φ (Figure 2.1) at the time point t3 determines the P |↑〉 at the time

point t4. In particular, for τwait1 the state at t3 is almost |−X〉, rotated to the |↓〉 state

(indicated by a red arrow) by the second burst. The longer τwait2 (longer z-rotation)

produces the |+X〉 state at t3 which is then being rotated to a northern hemisphere,

indicated with the darker green arrow. So, apart from the dephasing measurement,

Ramsey experiment demonstrates the ability to rotate the spin purely around the z-

axis, during the τwait interval, due to the detuning (ωREF 6= ωz). It should be also noted

that, during the two bursts the rotation vector is not along the x-axis, but it lays in the

x-z plane, because the z-rotation is also present during the bursts and not only during

the τwait interval. Thus, at the t2 point the state is not perfectly at the Bloch sphere

equator. But, as can be seen in Figure 2.14, even in the case of high detuning (Ω = ω1)

the state at t2 is still close to the equator, so it is fine to call the applied MW bursts π
2

pulses.
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of the Ramsey experiment. The waveform applied to the QD1 gate vG1(t)

is shown at the top. The duration of the CB (PSB) interval is marked with TCB(TPSB). Two bursts,

separated by τwait are applied during the TCB . The subscript x̃, instead of x, indicates that the rotation

vector, corresponding to a burst, can be also in the x-z plane and not only along the x-axis. The rotation

vector is a vector sum of the vector along the x-axis, with the amplitude (x-rotation frequency) equal

to ω1 and the vector along the z-axis, with the amplitude (z-rotation frequency) equal to detuning Ω =

ωz − ωREF . Therefore, in the resonant case (ωz = ωREF ), rotation vector is along the x-axis and it is

non-zero only during the bursts. In the detuned case, the rotation vector lays in the x-z plane during

the bursts and during the τwait it is positioned along the z-axis. Initial state, a state evolution trajectory

around indicated rotation vector and a final state are illustrated at the Bloch spheres for t1 to t2, t2 to

t3 and t3 to t4 intervals. The considered condition for the detuned bursts is Ω = ωz − ωREF = ω1 and

it is shown for two different τwait (τwait2 > τwait1) to illustrate the state evolution around z-axis due to

detuning. The color coding is the same as in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.15: Ramsey experiment with dephasing. Plot showing the probability of the spin up state

P |↑〉 for both the resonant and the non resonant drive. In case of the non resonant drive, the detuning

frequency Ω
2π is chosen to be 50MHz, which is the frequency of P |↑〉 oscillations. τwait is stepped in

2 ns steps and the cases for τwait1 and τwait2 from Figure 2.14 are indicated here as well. The two traces

start with different P |↑〉 because the first value of τwait is 6 ns, for which the phase of the non-resonant

trace has a value of ∆φ = Ωτwait = 2π50·106 ·6·10−9 = 0.6π rad causing approximately a minimum. The

dephasing free data simulated in Python (Qutip), were multiplied with the Gaussian envelope e
−(

τwait
T∗
2

)2

to simulate the dephasing. T ∗2 was set to 70 ns, for both traces.

Decoherence in the Rabi experiment

Different rotation vectors in Rabi and Ramsey experiments cause sensitivity to different

noise sources as well, causing decoherence on different length scales, with different

decay shapes. For noise static at the Rabi period timescale, a power law decay has

been observed [Koppens et al., 2007]. Traces for the resonant and the non resonant

driving in the case of a power law decay are illustrated in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Ilustration of Rabi oscilation traces with a power law decay. The non-decaying sinu-

soidal traces in Figure 2.11 are multiplied with the envelope 1
τburst0.5

, to illustrate the power law decay.

Each point represents an average over many experimental runs, yielding the probability of the |↑〉 state

for a single τburst. Several oscillation periods are shown for both the resonant drive, with a frequency of
ω1

2π = 50MHz and the non-resonant drive, with a frequency of
√

Ω2+ω2
1

2π = 50
√

2MHz.
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3 Material and fabrication

As mentioned above, holes in Ge have many advantageous properties for a spin qubit

implementation. The Ising type hyperfine interaction for heavy holes [Fischer et al.,

2008] states together with the possibility for isotopical purification of Ge could allow

long coherence times. Meanwhile, the large and tunable spin orbit coupling should

enable fast and fully electrical manipulation of hole spins.

3.1 Growth

The QDs used for confining hole spins in this thesis were formed in self-assembled

Ge nanostructures, which appear as a result of the compressive strain relaxation of

Ge layers grown on Si. Such a process is known as the Stranski-Krastanov growth

mechanism [Mo et al., 1990]. The realization of such structures starts with the depo-

sition of a Si buffer layer on a Si wafer (typically with 001 crystaline orientation). The

highly controllable material deposition rate, in the molecular beam epitaxy machine,

allows subsequent deposition of a few Ge monolayers. Due to a 4% larger crystal lat-

tice, compressive strain builds up in Ge, which is getting released through formation of

hut clusters (Figure 3.1a). With the correct amount of the deposited material and the

temperature of the subsequent annealing step, the clusters can evolve into defect free

HWs [Zhang et al., 2012; Watzinger et al., 2016; Watzinger et al., 2014], with lengths

up to ∼ 2µm, a base width of ∼ 20nm and a height of ∼ 2nm (Figure 3.1b). In order to
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avoid Ge from being oxidized, a few nm thick Si cap is deposited as the last step. The

samples used in this thesis were fabricated out of HWs grown by Hannes Watzinger at

JKU Linz and Fei Gao working in the group of J.J. Zhang at the Chinese Academy of

Sciences. More specific growth parameters can be found in [Watzinger, 2018].

b)a)

Figure 3.1: HW growth. a Illustration of a hut cluster formation due to the compressive strain in the Ge

atomic layers (pink dots) grown of Si (blue dots) b Atomic force microscopy image of a sample showing

up to 1µm long HWs [Watzinger et al., 2016].

3.2 Band structure

The Luttinger Hamiltonian describes the top of the valence band of Ge at much lower

energies than the split-off splitting. One distinguishes between the heavy hole, light

hole and split-off band. We can safely ignore the split-off band due to the large spin-

orbit in Ge. This allows us to restrict ourselves to the J = 3/2 subspace. The Luttinger

Hamiltonian can be thus written as H =

HHH HHL

HLH HLL

, where the diagonal terms

describe the heavy and light holes and the off diagonal the mixing (each of the terms is

a 2x2 matrix) [Katsaros et al., 2011]. Strain and confinement lead to splitting of heavy

holes and light holes. The very small HW height leads to a large confinement, resulting

in a heavy hole-light hole splitting larger than 500meV [Watzinger et al., 2016] and

thus the light hole band can be ignored. As a consequence, the Hamiltonian of our

system can be described by a 2x2 matrix made-up of the heavy hole spin-3/2 state.
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This resembles a spin-1/2 system.

3.3 Hut wires and double quantum dots

The Si-Ge-Si sandwich (Figure 3.2a), the Ge HW encapsulated between the Si buffer

and the cap, results in a type-II valence band alignment [Yakimov et al., 2006], creating

a confinement potential for holes inside the HW. In order to form a confinement in all

the three spatial directions, a confinement along the HW axis is induced by a metallic

gate, below which a QD forms. Furthermore, by putting two metallic gate electrodes

next to each other (Figure 3.2b), a DQD is formed. The thin layer of oxide, which is a

combination of the native Si oxide and typically a Hafnium oxide (HfO2) deposited on

top of it (not shown in the figure), separates the HW and gate electrodes. For being

able to do hole transport through the DQD, the deposited source and drain metal needs

to have a high work function. Like this, a DQD system, sketched in Figure 2.6, can be

physically achieved. In order to be able to control all the tunnel couplings, initially we

tried to implement a five gate device. But, it turned out that QDs form below the gates

presumably due to strain [Park et al., 2016] and therefore a DQD was much easier to

achieve in a two gate device. Also, initial trials with side gates, instead of overlapping

ones, did not work very well.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the valence band alignment and a DQD in a Ge HW. a Illustration of the

cross section of a HW grown on a Si buffer layer and surrounded by the Si cap. The graph below shows

the valence band (Ev) alignment between the surrounding Si and the Ge HW. The valence band is higher

inside the HW. b Illustration of a two gate DQD made out of a Ge HW. It is drawn by Hannes Watzinger

and presented here with his permission. Metallic gates covering the HW cause additional confinement

of holes, along the HW axis, creating thus a DQD.

The major drawback of two gate DQDs is the limited tunability, but it was possible to

achieve a satisfactory amount of tunnel couplings by adjusting the separation between

the leads and the gates and the gates themselves. On the other hand, the two gate

structure carries a great advantage as well, which is a reduced complexity of both

fabrication and experimental protocols later on.

3.3.1 Fabrication of DQDs

The nanometer dimensions of DQD devices make them very fragile during the fabrica-

tion process, meaning that dust or other micron-sized particles can destroy the device.

Therefore, all the devices were fabricated in a cleanroom with ISO 7,6 and 5 certifi-

cates. The fabrication starts with cutting the HW wafer, typically into 2x2 cm2 chips. A

set of alignment markers is then ”written” on such a chip. For this, a positive electron

beam resist (typically PMMA 4% 950K) is spinned on the chip’s surface and baked.
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Next, by using a 100 kV Raith EBPG5150 EBL (e-beam) machine, the marker pattern

is ”written” on the resist with the electron beam. After removing the exposed parts of

the resist, with the resist developer, Cr/Au 10 nm/50 nm is deposited using a Plassys

MEB 550S metal evaporator. All the metal residing on the resist is then removed by

the lift-off process, typically in Acetone at 550 C, leaving the metal only at positions

where the resist had been exposed to the electron beam. Next, the 2x2 cm2 chip is cut

into smaller 6x6mm2 chips. The surface of such a 6x6mm2 chip is then imaged with

the scanning electron microscope (SEM) Teneo LV in order to find HWs. An example

of such an image, showing a small region of the 6x6mm2 chip, after the marker fab-

rication, can be seen in Figure 3.3a. Those SEM images are then incorporated into

the layout drawing software where marker image representations are aligned with the

marker layout design and the layout of contacts is drawn onto a specific HW, picked

from the image. Next, by aligning the e-beam exposition pattern, generated from the

drawn contact layout, to the markers, in the e-beam machine, a nm precise contacting

of the chosen HW is achieved. By repeating the fabrication steps, as explained for

markers, namely spinning and baking of the resist, e-beam writing, metal deposition

(typically ∼ 25nm of Pt) and lift-off, source and drain contacts are fabricated as the

next layer. Right before the source and drain metal deposition, a 10 seconds HFA (hy-

drofluoric acid) dip, for removing the native Si oxide and getting thus good contacts to

the HW, is performed. The subsequent fabrication of the gate layer follows a similar

procedure as well. The typically used resist for gates is CSAR 13% and the typical gate

metal is Ti (∼ 5nm), as a sticking layer, and Pt (∼ 25nm) bilayer. Before the gate metal

deposition, an insulating oxide layer, with a typical thickness between 4 and 10 nm, is

deposited using the atomic layer deposition machine (ALD) FlexAL II from Oxford. An

example of a DQD device after the fabrication can be seen in Figure 3.3b and c.
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Figure 3.3: SEM images illustrating the Ge HW DQD fabrication steps. a Adjusted 2x2µm2 SEM

image showing randomly distributed Ge HWs on the Si substrate and alignment markers. Thresholds

of the original image are adjusted for better hut wire visibility. b A zoomed out SEM scan of the qubit

hosting DQD device, fabricated by Hannes Watzinger. The metallic leads connect the DQD electrodes

with bonding pads (consult Figure 3.5a). c A zoomed in SEM scan of the qubit hosting DQD device.

The Ge HW, which is also visible, is contacted with S, D, G1 and G2 electrodes. The metal blob, non-

intentionally standing in between the G2 and D electrodes did not cause a short in DC (direct current)

terms but it could be the reason why the device did not react to HF signals sent to G2.

Reducing the oxide thickness

The initial two gate DQD devices, like the one used for the qubit, shown above, had

∼ 8nm of HfO2 on top of a thin layer of the native Si oxide, formed due to the natural

oxidation of the HW Si cap. Gate reflectometry on such devices did not work repro-

ducibly and the measured signal was too weak. In order to increase the signal by

increasing the gate to dot coupling factor, we decided to reduce the oxide thickness,

namely to etch away the native Si oxide and to deposit a smaller amount of the HfO2

oxide. Removing the native Si oxide was done right before the ALD deposition of the

HfO2 oxide. For this, after developing the resist with the e-beam patterned gate de-

sign, the samples were dipped into HFA for 10 seconds, same as for the leads. In

order to avoid the formation of the native Si oxide, the samples were, in the shortest

possible amount of time, put into the ALD machine under vacuum conditions, where a

precise amount of HfO2 oxide got deposited on top. The illustration of the HW cross
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section before and after HFA dip and after the complete fabrication is shown in Figure

3.4.

a)

Si cap
HW

HW

HW

Before HFA dip

After HFA dip

After a complete DQD fabrication 

b)

c)

Native Si oxide

ALD deposited HfO2 oxide The gate metal

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the HW cross section after different fabrication steps. The illustrated layer

thicknesses are not in scale with the real layer thicknesses. a Illustration of the cross section before the

fabrication. Approximately 2 nm of native Si oxide covers a few nm thick Si cap. b Immediately after the

HFA dip, the native Si oxide is expected to be removed. c HfO2 oxide is deposited in the next step, in

the ALD machine, with the typical thickness varying from 4 to 10 nm. Subsequently, the gate metal is

deposited on top of the HfO2 oxide.

Etching

In order to try to reduce the amount of background features and noise in the gate

reflectometry signal, the HW chips were etched by bombarding them with Ar ions in

the Plassys evaporator machine. The CSAR 13% resist was protecting only a few tens

or a few hundreds of µm2 large area around the target HW. From all the remaining

sample surface, the Si cap and the Ge layer, together with the HWs, were etched

away. The typically applied etching recipe was: 300 V, 10 mA, 4 sccm of Ar, applied

during two min intervals, repeated four times, with a waiting time of 5 min in between

the etching intervals. This should result in the etching depths between 8 and 20 nm,

which is deep enough to remove the Si cap and the Ge layer. A zoomed out view of

the etched DQD device in Figure 3.5a shows the idea of etching, namely that all the

metallic connections are routed inside the etched area, reducing thus the amount of

charges below them. In Figure 3.5c the non etched area was further decreased while
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the etching was additionally applied below the gate contacts all the way up to a distance

of a few hundred nm from the HW.

b)a) c)

Non-etched areas
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area

���m ��m����m
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Figure 3.5: SEM images of etched Ge HW DQD samples. a SEM image of one DQD device showing

all the metallic connections and bonding pads (bright squares). All the metallic connections, especially

gates, are positioned inside the etched area, which appears a bit darker in the images. b Zoom in into the

red dashed square in a, showing approximately 20x20µm2 of a non etched area around the contacted

HW. c SEM image of one device on another sample. The non-etched area was reduced to a few tens

of µm2 around the contacted HW. Etching was additionally applied below the Al gate electrodes, until a

few hundreds of nm before the contacted HW. The Pt source and drain leads appear brighter because

Pt is a heavier element than Al and thus scatters back more electrons.

For some wafers, the presented etching technique caused electrical shorts between all

or several metallic connections inside the etched area (consult Figure 3.5a). The wafer

called ”S228”, grown in China, did not show this, while the other one called ”MJ”, grown

in the same molecular beam epitaxy machine, had this problem. Also, a wafer grown in

Linz, called ”4274”, had this problem. The origin of this behavior is still not clear.

Different gate oxide and addition of a middle gate

At the present stage, a controllable tuning of DQDs is needed for qubit devices. To

achieve this, a middle gate was implemented in the DQD design. After several samples

were fabricated and measured, the version with the middle gate on top, whose layout

can be seen in Figure 3.6a, proved to be the best as confirmed by the results from
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two samples. The main gates are separated from the HW by a native Al oxide. The

oxide was formed by heating the sample to 1500 C for 5 min, after Al deposition, which

should result in a few nm thick Al oxide. The middle gate was fabricated afterwards in

a subsequent e-beam step. The oxide layer below the middle gate is a 30 nm thick Al

oxide, deposited in the ALD at 3000 C. It is very thick to relax the strain coming from

the gate metal, to avoid an additional, strain induced, QD below it. After the oxide

deposition, the middle gate was patterned and Ti/Pt 5/30 nm was deposited.
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Figure 3.6: Tunable DQD tunnel coupling on the ”MJ 5 S33” sample. a Illustration of a DQD with

a middle gate on top. b Larger VG1 versus VG2 scan, taken with VSD = 2mV showing a series of bias

triangles with a possible PSB. c,d and e Zoom in into a pair of bias triangles, taken with VSD = −2mV .

The transport current increases with decreasing middle gate voltage (VGm), indicating a decrease of the

middle tunnel barrier. The color bar is the same for all the three graphs. Going from left to right, the

range of VG1 and VG2 is shifting to more positive values in order to compensate the triangle shift for more

negative VGm values.

The layout of the ”MJ 5 S33” DQD sample, with the middle gate on top, which showed

the best results out of several fabricated samples, is illustrated in Figure 3.6a. A larger
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stability diagram (Figure 3.6b), reveals a pattern of bias triangles with a current (cou-

pling) range, similar to the one of the qubit hosting DQD (consult Figure 5.2). The

zoomed in pair of bias triangles, shown in Figure 3.6c, d and e, taken for a decreasing

middle gate voltage, indicates the tunability due to the middle tunnel barrier. Going

towards more negative middle gate voltages, reduces the height of the middle tunnel

barrier (most probably), increasing thus the transport current.

The problems with this batch of samples were instabilities and non wanted additional

features in the gate reflectometry readout, as can be read in Chapter 6.

Conclusion

Initially we started with two gate DQDs and one of them had good enough parameters

to be a qubit host, which was measured in current transport (Chapter 5). A good

gate reflectometry signals started to be reproducibly obtained after the described oxide

thickness reduction and etching. But, a very small leak free gate range prohibited the

necessary tuning towards the qubit regime. Therefore, a wider range of fabrication

parameters was examined. Firstly, the HfO2 oxide was replaced with the Al oxide and

the middle gate was added in order to achieve the necessary tunability of the inter-

dot tunnel barrier. Out of several fabricated samples, the one with overlapping middle

gate, separated by a 30 nm Al oxide, showed a good potential for tuning towards the

qubit regime. Here, the obstacle was the sample instability. A previous batch of etched

samples with an HFA dip before the gate oxide deposition showed a better stability

and a reduced amount of background features. But, the middle gate test samples

were fabricated out of the ”MJ” wafer which showed the mentioned electrical shorting

problems, when etched.

In conclusion, it seems that the addition of the middle gate in combination with another

wafer, which would allow etching and HFA removal of the native Si oxide, might lead to

both more stable and tunable devices.
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Sample name Wafer name Source and drain metal Gate metal Gate oxide HFA dip Ar etching

The qubit sample 4279 Pt 25 nm Ti/Pt 3/25 nm ALD grown thermal HfO2 ≈ 8nm no no

S228 111 S228 Pt 25 nm Ti/Pt 3/25 nm ALD grown thermal HfO2 ≈ 6nm yes, described above yes, described above

MJ 5 S33 MJ Pt 25 nm
Main gates: Al 25 nm

Middle gate: Ti/Pt 5/30 nm

Main gates: native Al2O3, 1500 C, 5 min

Middle gate: ALD grown Al2O3 at 3000 C, ≈ 30nm
no no

Table 3.1: Parameters of samples, measurements of which are reported in this thesis. HFA dip is the one before the gate oxide deposition,

for the native Si oxide removal, as explained above.
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4 Setup

Let’s first clarify the notation regarding high frequencies, before starting the description

of the setup. High frequency (HF) includes complete frequency spectrum of high-

frequency signals, starting form MHz. It is subdivided into RF (radio frequency), which

covers a range from MHz until hundreds of MHz and microwave (MW) which covers

everything above. The subdivision is introduced to make clear distinction between the

reflectometry, which operates in hundreds of MHz, and a qubit manipulation signals

which reside in the GHz range. As can be seen at Figure 4.1 the setup consists of

instruments for providing a low temperature environment, magnetic field for the exper-

iments involving a spin, for providing stable and low noise DC voltages and currents,

for measuring DC currents and voltages, for generating arbitrary waveforms and GHz

sinusoidal signals and for a phase sensitive detection. Low temperatures are provided

by the dilution refrigerator and more about it can be found in Section 4.1. The magnetic

field is generated by a two-axis superconducting 9/3 T vector magnet controlled with the

power supply from American Magnetics AMI 430. For generating and measuring LF

and DC signals, the battery powered IVVI electronics is used. Voltages are generated

by the low noise DAC module as a part of the IVVI electronics. The current is measured

by isolated current to voltage (IV) converters and it is generated by voltage to current

(VI) converters, therefore the name IVVI. It is designed by Raymond Schouten from

QuTech at Delft University of Technology. LF signals generated by the IVVI DAC enter

the LF circuit through the matrix box, as can be seen in Figure 4.2. The matrix box

addresses each PCB bonding pad and consequently the measured sample electrode
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Figure 4.1: Image of the full setup used in the majority of the experiments described in this thesis.

The red cylinder is the main unit of the dilution refrigerator called ”Grandpa Rudolph”. IVVI modules

mounted on the top of the fridge consist of the IVVI rack with the digital to analog converter (DAC) and

the matrix box. Below the IVVI, there is the digital multimeter (dmm), Agilent 34410. Instruments for

HF signal generation and measurements are located in the wooden rack, left to the fridge. These are

the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) Tektronix AWG 5014C and the vector signal generator (VSG)

SMW200A from Rohde&Schwarz. For the phase sensitive signal detection, we used the ultra high-

frequency lock-in (UHFLI) amplifier from Zurich Instruments.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the full setup used in the majority of the experiments described in this

thesis. Two divisions can be used. Room temperature (RT) outside of the dilution refrigerator/low

temperature (LT) inside the dilution refrigerator and HF/LF (low frequency) circuit. All LT parts are

positioned in the dilution fridge insert (probe), indicated by the yellow rectangle. LF signals are shown

by red lines. At RT those are guided via Fischer cables, at LT via lossy coaxial (coax) cables which

act as a low-pass filter for high frequencies. The HF circuit is subdivided into the control (green lines)

and the reflectometry readout part (yellow lines). All HF lines guiding signals towards the printed circuit

board (PCB) are attenuated at LT, while the signal reflected from a measured sample gets LT amplified.

More about the attenuator configuration can be found in Section 4.1.1. The diplexer (Marki Microwave

DPXN-3 or DPXN-0508) allows sending two different control signals via a single line at LT.
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to which the PCB bonding pad is bonded to. The LF signals are further guided via 24

wires organized in a shielded wiring harness called Fischer cable at RT and via lossy

coaxes at LT. On the way towards the PCB, those signals go through several low-pass

filter stages enabling thus a low electron temperature for the measured sample. More

about the LF lines filtering can be found in Section 4.1.1. The IVVI and the matrix box

are fixed at the fridge top to minimize the length and vibrations of the Fischer cable re-

ducing thus the induced noise. Coming back to the PCB, it acts as a mechanical carrier

and provides a platform for electrical connection to the measured sample. An example

of a PCB, with the bonding pad layout, can be seen at Figure 4.9a. More about PCBs

can be found in Section 4.3. Regarding the control part of the HF circuit, arbitrary

waveforms, needed for arbitrary and fast changes in the stability diagram of a qubit,

are generated by the AWG. Having four channels with corresponding trigger outputs

(markers), the AWG constitutes the backbone of our spin-qubit experiments, driving the

qubit and at the same time controlling instruments for the qubit manipulation (VSG) and

the readout. The VSG, with the IQ and the pulse modulation options installed, allows

a rapid control of the amplitude and the phase of GHz microwave (MW) bursts, down

to tens of nanoseconds in length and 80 dB on/off ratio. Since both VSG and AWG

output signals need to be sent to one device gate, they are merged by the diplexer.

We have chosen to use the diplexer, but a splitter/combiner with a frequency range

from DC to more than 10 GHz (e.g. Mini Circuits ZFRSC-183-S+) could in principle be

used as well. We have not tested it though. Finally, for the reflectometry readout, from

Hz to 600 MHz range, we used the UHFLI. Apart from being a very wide range digital

lock-in amplifier, it offers various triggering options and the measured signal represen-

tations. More about the reflectometry can be found in Section 4.2. All measurements

are performed using the QTlab measurement software.
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4.1 Dilution refrigerator

For achieving the millikelvin environment we use a CS81-1400MAG dilution fridge from

Leiden Cryogenics, known as ”Grandpa Rudolph” in the lab. It has a base temperature

of 20 mK and a 1 mW of cooling power at the mixing chamber (MC) plate. The fridge

interior with the inserted probe can be seen in Figure 4.3. To enable the dilution cooling

process, a constant temperature is ensured by the pulse tube cooler connected to the

4 K and the 50 K plate (not shown in the Figure 4.3). The fridge is also equipped with

a ∼100 kg superconducting 9/3 T vector magnet attached to its 4 K plate. Since the

thermal mass is huge it takes three to four days to cool down the fridge from RT to the

base temperature. Therefore we use the top-loading mechanism which enables the

probe to be cooled down in about 20 hours.

Figure 4.3: Image showing the interior of the fridge with the probe inserted. The corresponding

probe plates are thermally connected to the fridge ones via the probe clamping mechanism. The probe

diameter is 81 mm.
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4.1.1 The Probe

As mentioned earlier, the probe allows five times higher sample exchange rate than

cooling completely the whole fridge. It consists of five gold-plated copper stages con-

nected together by thermally insulating plexiglass rods, as can be seen at Figure 4.4.

Here we also have all coaxial cables, attenuators, filters and the reflectometry circuit

installed in it. Apart from the faster sample exchange rate, a possibility for fast repairs

is also the advantage of such an approach, which was good during the lab setup stage,

but the disadvantage is very limited space and smaller cooling power. Cooling is en-

abled by the clamping mechanism. Presurizing the clamps, with ∼ 25 bar of Helium,

thermalizes the probe plates to the fridge ones. Still, there is a finite thermal impedance

between the fridge and the probe plates reducing the cooling power in the probe.

Regarding the wiring, the break-out box, on the top of the probe, joins 2X24 DC lines

and two 24 pin Fischer connectors and connects 8 coaxial lines to 8 SMA connectors.

Each DC line is a lossy coaxial cable acting as a low-pass filter which efficiently cuts

the high-frequency noise. Before connecting to the PCB all DC lines undergo a low-

pass filtration with LC filters. More about the filtering can be found in Section 4.1.1.

The requirement for all parts connecting between two fridge plates is a low thermal

conductance, not to heat up lower temperature plates. For electrical connections ad-

ditional criterion is a relatively good electrical conduction and for high-frequency lines

a high bandwidth as well. Accordingly, the coaxial cables 1,2,3,4, installed by the IST

workshop, are made of the stainless steel cable UT-085-SS-SS, which is a compro-

mise between the mentioned criteria and the price. The L1 and the L2 are installed by

Leiden Cryogenics and they are made out of BeCu/BeCu and BeCu/CuNi respectively.

In order to additionally suppress the heat flow from the cryogenic amplifier to the sam-

ple, the superconducting cable SC-086/50-NbTi-NbTi was partially used for the A line.

Finally, coaxes connecting to the PCB, within the MC, are made of the copper UT-047C

cable. Each coaxial cable is attenuated with the attenuator configuration showed in
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Figure 4.4. The attenuator values are chosen as a compromise between:

• Lowering the noise temperature at the attenuator’s output Tout = Tin
L

+ L−1
L
Tambient,

where Tin is the noise temperature at the respective attenuator input, L is the

attenuation and Tambient is the ambient temperature of the attenuator.

• Attenuating as little as possible while still allowing sufficiently large voltage ampli-

tudes to our samples.

• Dissipating less heat than the cooling power of the respective probe plate. The

dissipated power is Pdis = Pin − Ptrans = Pin − Pin
L

= Pin(1 − 1
L

), where Pin is

the input noise power and Ptrans is the transmitted noise power on the respective

attenuator’s output.

• Availability of attenuators.

A few possible combinations satisfy all the above conditions and the chosen one is

shown in Figure 4.4. The probe carries the circuit for the reflectometry readout as well.

It consists of the directional coupler, cryogenic amplifier and corresponding coaxial

cables. More info about the reflectometry circuit can be found in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: The probe with the attenuator configuration. The attenuator configuration is shown on

the left. The qubit measurements were performed with different (not optimized) attenuator configuration.

The white number inside attenuators indicates their attenuation. Numbers 1,2,3,4 indicate coaxial cables

installed by the IST workshop and, L1 and L2 the coaxial cables installed by Leiden Cryogenics. D stands

for the directional coupler branch and A for the amplifier branch. The horizontal yellow lines represent

the probe plates, connected with dashed lines to the corresponding plates shown in the middle. Zoom-

ins to probe parts are shown on the right. The numbers correspond to those in the middle image. The

cryogenic amplifier is thermalized to the 4 K plate with the copper braid. SS stands for stainless steel

and SC for superconducting material.
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Filtering

One of the pre-requisites to access single energy levels of holes and electrons is a low

electron temperature. Electrical noise arriving to the sample increases it. Therefore,

DC lines need to be low-pass filtered in order to reduce the amount of the electrical

noise coming from the room temperature electronics and cables. An ideal low-pass

filter is transparent until a certain frequency after which it abruptly blocks higher fre-

quencies. In reality low-pass filters do not cut abruptly, but have a finite slope, have a

finite transparency in the blocking range and lose their filtering behaviour after a high

enough frequency. Filters differ in those parameters and a proper combination can

approach to the ideal one.
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Figure 4.5: Low-pass filter configuration. The upper graph shows an oversimplified low-pass filter

amplitude vs frequency response introducing fc and ft. fc stands for the cutoff frequency and ft for

the frequency at which the low-pass filter losses its filtering behaviour. The filter sequence starts with

Pi fiters, which can be found at RS components under number 239-214. The Pi filter schematic is an

inductor sandwitched between two capacitors to ground which reminds of the letter ”π”. The sequence

continues with lossy coaxes and then with LC filters, mounted on the mixing chamber.

A low fc and ft in tens of GHz are desired filter parameters. These two oppose each

other because a low-pass filter with a lower fc typically has a lower ft as well. This can

be solved by using a series of filters, combined in a way that the combined frequency

response has the lowest fc and the highest ft of all the filters in the series. Filtering

starts at room temperature with Pi filters integrated in the matrix box as shown in Fig-
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ure 4.5. In order to cut very-high-frequency noise, 67 Ω coaxial cables called ”lossy

coaxial cables” are used for the DC wires in the probe. They have high ft > 20GHz

and fc ≈ 100MHz. To limit the noise bandwidth from higher temperature stages to

80 MHz, additional three stages of LC filters are positioned at the MC plate just before

the PCB. Since the voltage sweep speed at our samples is quite low (typically much

less than 1 kHz) we can afford a really low noise bandwidth so additional RC filters

are implemented at the sample PCB. Their implementation differs from PCB to PCB

and some examples can be seen in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.12. More about RC filters

can be found in Section A.1.2. Except for RC filters, for all the other filter stages the

datasheet behaviour is taken for granted. To evaluate the probe filtering, the effective

electron temperature has been estimated to be from 40 to 100 mK, from co-tunneling

measurements.

4.2 Reflectometry

The readout technique which senses a device impedance change through the reflected

wave amplitude and phase change is called reflectometry. As shown in Figure 4.6,

typically an RF sinusoidal wave of amplitude Ain is sent towards the measured device.

Changes in the device impedance Z modify the reflection coefficient (Γ) according

to

Γ =
Z − Z0

Z + Z0

(4.1)

where the Z0 = 50Ω is the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cables. Conse-

quential changes of the amplitude and the phase of the reflected wave Ar = AinΓ are

measured with the lock-in technique. From Figure 4.7b we can see that the highest

sensitivity ( ∆Γ
∆Z

) takes place for Z smaller than Z0. Since the impedance of our devices

are typically much higher than Z0, we use a LC matching circuit in order to reduce the

resulting impedance and increase the sensitivity. A simplified schematic of the match-

ing circuit and the measured device can be seen at the bottom right of Figure 4.6. Since
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the changes of Γ are typically very small the reflected signal needs to be amplified at

low temperatures where the noise is still relatively small, to preserve the SNR.

Figure 4.6: Schematic of the reflectometry in the probe. The excitation signal, with the amplitude

Ain, is sent from the UHFLI output to the CPL port of the directional coupler where it couples towards

the resonant circuit. Part of it Ar reflects from the resonant circuit and gets amplified by the cryogenic

amplifier after which it enters the UHFLI input port and gets measured. In the lower right schematic,

the measured device is electrically represented as a parallel combination of the capacitance CD and the

resistance RD. The matching circuit consists of the inductor L and the parasitic capacitance to ground

Cp. Combination of the matching circuit and the device is called resonant circuit with a total impedance

Ztot. Rl represent ohmic losses, mainly in the inductor.
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Figure 4.7: Amplitude of the reflection coefficient and its change versus the impedance. a |Γ|

versus the real valued Z going from 0 to 500 Ω, for Z0 = 50 Ω. Z = Z0 results in a zero reflection, while

for a short (Z = 0) a signal gets fully reflected because |Γ| = 1. b Plot showing the numerical derivative
∆|Γ|
∆Z , which represents the sensitivity of |Γ| to changes in Z. The sensitivity increases for lower Z values.

How does the amplification preserve the SNR The Smd in Figure 4.8 gets amplified

by all the three amplifiers resulting in the output signal SO = SmdG1G2G3.

N1 N2 N3tot

Measured
device

SNRmd

Nmd

Smd

Smd
Nmd

SNRo So
No

G1 G2 G3

N3 Nin

Figure 4.8: Schematic of the exemplary amplifier chain. The measured device (md) outputs a signal

of power Smd and noise of power Nmd whose ratio yields the signal to noise ratio of the measured

device SNRmd. N1, N2 and N3 are noise powers generated by the respective amplifiers as seen at

their outputs, called output referred noise. G1, G2 and G3 are amplifications of the first, the second and

the third amplifier, respectively. Nin represents the input noise of a measuring instrument, which comes

after the amplifier chain, consisting of the thermal noise of the input resistance and other noise sources.

Since Nin and N3 appear at the same point of the circuit, N3tot defines as the sum of these two. The

ratio of the output signal power SO and the output noise power NO is the signal to noise ratio at the

output SNRO.

Meanwhile, the output noise power has four parts:
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• The noise of the measured device amplified by the whole amplifier chain: NmdG1G2G3

• The N1 amplified by the second and the third amplifier: N1G2G3

• The N2 amplified by the third amplifier: N2G3

• The N3tot

which sums up to the total noise power at the amplifier chain output:

NO = NmdG1G2G3 +N1G2G3 +N2G3 +N3tot (4.2)

Therefore, the output SNR is:

SNRO =
SO
NO

=
SmdG1G2G3

NmdG1G2G3 +N1G2G3 +N2G3 +N3tot

(4.3)

Dividing both the numerator and the denominator in Equation 4.3 with the total amplifi-

cation G1G2G3 yields

SNRO =
Smd

Nmd + N1

G1
+ N2

G1G2
+ N3tot

G1G2G3

(4.4)

From Equation 4.4 one can see that the role of the amplifier chain is to achieve N1

G1
, N2

G1G2

and N3tot

G1G2G3
negligible in comparison to Nmd and therefore provide SNRO ≈ SNRmd.

The fact that the N1 gets divided only by the G1 sets the most stringent criterion for the

first amplifier in the chain. its output referred noise N1 should be as low as possible

while having large amplification G1 to achieve the condition N1

G1
<< Nmd. Having this, it

is typically easy to achieve N2

G1G2
+ N3tot

G1G2G3
<< Nmd by using standard, off-the-shelf, low

noise amplifiers as other amplifiers in the chain. One might ask what would happen if

the amplifiers are left out. In that case the output SNR would be:

SNRO =
Smd

Nmd +Nin

(4.5)
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Nin is typically much larger than Nmd, especially if the measured device is at very

low temperature while the measuring equipment is at room temperature. Therefore,

without amplifiers, the SNRO would be much smaller than SNRmd and the necessity of

the amplifier is obvious. The majority of the considerations in this paragraph are taken

from 1.

Now let’s consider the amplification in the described reflectometry setup in Figure 4.6.

Only one amplifier is used here and it is CITLF32, a model designed and fabricated

by Cosmic Microwave Technology, Inc. Due to the power dissipation in tens of mW, it

is positioned at the 4K plate in the probe, which is the lowest temperature plate that

can sustain such a dissipation. In spite of being one of the best known semiconduc-

tor amplifiers at the market, its N1

G1
, in Equation 4.4, is typically still higher than Nmd.

Therefore the amplifier noise limits the output SNR in this case, leaving thus room for

an improvement in terms of using amplifiers with lower output referred noise power, e.g

SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) or JPA (Josephson parametric

amplifier) amplifiers. Before the amplifier, the reflected signal needs to be separated

from the signal sent to the device which is achieved by using a directional coupler. The

directional coupler needed to be replaced a couple of times due to breaking, but the

currently used ZFDC-20-50-S+ seems to be good. It is also the best in terms of the

directivity (the most important parameter), amongst the ones we looked into, but it is

bulky.

It is important to note that in reality the inductor losses and its stray capacitance might

play a more important role, but for understanding the physical principle, the matching

circuit schematic in Figure 4.6 contains all relevant parameters.

How does the matching circuit work The equations below are taken from the sup-

plementary of [Frake et al., 2015]. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, the resonant circuit

consists of the device parameters RD and CD connected in parallel to the parasitic

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friis_formulas_for_noise
2https://www.cosmicmicrowavetechnology.com/citlf3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friis_formulas_for_noise
https://www.cosmicmicrowavetechnology.com/citlf3
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capacitance Cp and this combination is then connected in series to the inductor L and

the wiring resistance Rl. The expression for the total impedance of the resonant circuit

Ztot then looks like:

Ztot = Rl + iωL+RD||(CD + Cp) (4.6)

Expanding the expression above and separating the real and imaginary part, produces

the following expression:

Ztot = [Rl +
RD

1 + (ωCtotRD)2
] + iω[L− CtotR

2
D

1 + (ωCtotRD)2
] (4.7)

where the Ctot = Cp + CD. As ωCtotRD >> 1 (because typically ω > 2π100MHz, Ctot

is around 1 pF and RD > 100 kΩ) the expression (4.7) gets simplified to:

Ztot = Rl +
1

(ωCtot)2RD

+ iωL− i

ω2Ctot
(4.8)

At resonance the imaginary part vanishes, as can be seen by substituting ω with the

resonant frequency ω0 = 1√
LCtot

:

Ztot,res = Rl +
L

CtotRD

= Reff (4.9)

where res in Ztot,res marks the resonant case and Reff = Rl + L
CtotRD

is the effective

resistance on resonance. So, taking into account the typical values for L ≈ 1µH,

Ctot ≈ 1 pF , RD > 100 kΩ and Rl of a few ohms yields Reff < 20 Ω positioning thus the

Ztot,res in the sensitive part of the graph on Figure 4.7b. This is how the matching circuit

”matches” or, maybe better to say, reduces a large device resistance.

Sensitivity Now let’s see which factors influence the sensitivity of Γ to changes of

CD and RD. Since the typical measured values are the phase Γφ and the amplitude

component |Γ|, let’s calculate sensitivities δΓφ
δCD

, δΓφ
δRD

, δ|Γ|
δCD

, δ|Γ|
δRD

. Firstly, the real and the

imaginary component of the reflection coefficient need to be separated as:
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Γ =
Z − Z0

Z + Z0

=
Z2
r + Z2

i − Z2
0 + 2iZ0Zi

(Zr + Z0)2 + Z2
i

(4.10)

where Zr is the real and Zi is the imaginary component of a circuit impedance. Now,

the amplitude |Γ| and the phase Γφ of the reflection coefficient can be calculated:

Γφ = arctan
2Z0Zi
|Z|2 − Z0

(4.11)

|Γ| =
√

(Z2
r + Z2

i − Z2
0)2 + (2Z0Zi)2

(Zr + Z0)2 + Z2
i

(4.12)

Substituting Zr and Zi, in Equation 4.11, with the real and the imaginary components

of Ztot, from Equation 4.8, and by calculating a partial derivative of Γφ in respect to CD,

the phase sensitivity δΓφ
δCD

can be obtained. After substituting the resonant condition

ω = ω0, we get:

δΓφ
δCD
|ω=ω0 =

2
√

L
Ctot

Z0

Ctot(Reff + Z0)(Reff − Z0)
(4.13)

For such a circuit, the quality factor can be calculated asQ = ωL
Rs

3, where Rs = Reff+Z0

is the circuit series resistance. By substituting ω with ω0 the quality factor reads as

Q =

√
L

Ctot

Reff+Z0
which can be further substituted into Equation 4.13:

δΓφ
δCD
|ω=ω0 =

2QZ0

Ctot(Reff − Z0)
(4.14)

The sensitivity of Γφ in respect to RD is negligible for large RD and the already made

assumption ωCtotRD >> 1 results in δΓφ
δRD
|ω=ω0 = 0. The expression δΓφ

δRD
, prior to the

substitution of ω with ω0, is very long and therefore not shown.

3http://ve2azx.net/technical/QEXaudet-Rev1.pdf

http://ve2azx.net/technical/QEXaudet-Rev1.pdf
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Similarly, upon substitution of the the real and imaginary components of Ztot from Equa-

tion 4.8 into Equation 4.12 and after calculating partial derivatives of |Γ| in respect to

RD and CD the corresponding sensitivities read as:

δ|Γ|
δRD

|ω=ω0 =
2Z0L

Ctot(Reff + Z0)2R2
D

=
2Z0Q

2

R2
D

(4.15)

δ|Γ|
δCD
|ω=ω0 =

−2Z0L

C2
tot(Reff + Z0)2RD

=
−2Z0Q

2

CtotRD

(4.16)

For the later discussion it is useful to make a distinction between the ohmic reflec-

tometry where changes in RD are mainly sensed and the gate reflectometry where

changes in CD are mainly sensed. The general conclusion is that all the sensitivi-

ties can be boosted by increasing the Q factor and decreasing the total capacitance

Ctot ≈ Cp. From Equation (4.15) it is also clear that for the ohmic reflectometry smaller

device resistance gives better sensitivity.

Boosting the sensitivity of the reflectometry As said above, the reflectometry sen-

sitivity can be increased by reducing the parasitic capacitance towards ground Cp and

by increasing the Q factor. The parasitic capacitance is reduced by engineering the HF

PCB layout and more about this can be found in Section 4.3.2. Regarding the match-

ing circuit inductor, there are two common approaches. One is to use an SMD (surface

mounted device) copper inductor which limits the Q factor of the circuit with its own

low Q factor, to below 100. The exact value can be found in the inductor datasheet.

Higher Q factors can be obtained with superconducting planar inductors because they

have smaller losses. More info about superconducting planar inductors, which we fab-

ricated out of a NbTiN film on a Si chip, can be found in Section A.1. It is worth to

mention another loss source, namely losses in the dielectric, which are not shown

in the schematic in Figure 4.6, but could be represented as an equivalent resistance

in parallel to the measured device. These are typically consisted of the PCB dielectric

losses, seen by the electric field (reflectometry excitation signal) running through the
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PCB HF lines and losses in the dielectric of the measured sample. They highly depend

on the geometry of the PCB HF lines and the sample as well as on the material used for

the PCB dielectric and the sample material. In some cases their value can be in tens

of kΩ [Zalba et al., 2015], thus smaller than the sample resistance RD, reducing thus

the circuit Q factor and the reflectometry sensitivity. The dielectric losses are taken into

account in Chapter 6.

General approach for calculating the sensitivity In case the resonant circuit schematic

differs from the one presented above (e.g. inductor is in parallel instead of in series

to the sample) then the reflection coefficient sensitivity in respect to a sensed quantity

can be calculated by the following approach. First calculate the total impedance Ztot

of the resonant circuit, as seen from the coaxial cable and split it into the real Zr and

the imaginary part Zi. Next, substitute Zr and Zi in Equations 4.11 and 4.12. Finally,

calculate the partial derivatives of resulting |Γ| and Γφ in respect to the sensed quantity

and afterwards substitute ω with the resonant frequency ω0 which formula depends on

the resonant circuit schematic. The partial derivative represents the sensitivity.

4.3 Printed circuit boards

The initial PCBs contained lines only for LF transport measurements (DC PCB). Since

spin dynamics experiments require high-frequency signals, we have upgraded the DC

PCB design with high bandwidth HF lines. Additionally, four RF lines with an integrated

matching circuit were added for the reflectometry readout. In Figures 4.9, 4.10 and

4.12 one PCB from each family is shown. Different PCBs, from the same family, have

different components soldered to them. The component values of all the PCBs men-

tioned in this chapter can be found in Table A.1. All the boards are designed in Eagle

CAD.
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4.3.1 DC PCB

As an example of a DC PCB, the PCB named ”Shrek” is shown in Figure 4.9. It is

67 mm long and 36 mm wide and consists of four copper layers with FR-4 as the di-

electric in between them. It fits in liquid helium dipsticks for 4 K measurements, in the

Oxford Heliox for 250 mK measurements and in the Grandpa Rudolph fridge. Electrical

connections start with the 25-pin DC connector of a micro D type (M83513/13-D01NN)

after which they are routed as 125µm (minimum width the PCB manufacturer ”Beta

Layout” can provide) copper traces. On the way towards the bonding pads and the

grounding part, each line is low-pass filtered with a two stage RC low-pass filter. From

the PCB side, the grounding part consists of an exposed raster of copper strips which

act as grounding pads. From the other side, the Mini Edge Card connector shortens

all DC lines to the ground plane of the board, when plugged. Therefore all the bonding

pads are kept at the same potential, protecting thus the a sample from electrostatic dis-

charges. It is worth mentioning that the surface finish technique is ENIG (electroless

nickel gold), but in our measurements we did not see the influence of the ferromagnetic

nickel, presumably due to its low thickness of 4− 8µm. The used micro-D connector is

slightly magnetic too.
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Figure 4.9: DC PCB named ”Shrek”. The pictures of one PCB from the Shrek family (designed by

Raimund Kirchschlager) are shown on the left. The corresponding layouts are shown on the right.

The top layer is shown in a and the bottom layer is shown in b. DC lines start with micro-D 25 pin DC

connector. They are routed towards the two stage low-pass RC filters and the grounding pads in parallel.

The ones passing the RC filters finish at bonding pads numbered from 1 to 24 around the sample area.

The grounding PCB with soldered Mini Edge Card connector is shown at the bottom. It shortens all the

DC lines to ground, when plugged to the grounding pads of the PCB. Regarding the PCB placement,

keyholes allow a slide-in mounting of the PCB to the probe. Holes for mounting the copper plate enable

additional height-adjusting copper plate to be fixed on the bottom side of the PCB. Exposed golden area

on the bottom side makes the thermal and electrical contact between the copper plate and the PCB.
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4.3.2 HF PCB

Why do we need a HF PCB For controlling a spin qubit, microwave electrical signals

and control pulses with a nanosecond rise time need to be applied to the DQD gates.

Therefore, the lines guiding microwaves and control pulses need to have a bandwidth

on the order of GHz. These lines we call fast gate lines, because they guide the

HF signal towards the gates. RF lines are needed for the qubit state readout via the

reflectometry technique, as well. In both cases, going from RT down to the PCB those

are coaxial cables as explained in Section 4.1.1. These coaxial cables finish in a male

type SMP (sub-miniature push-on) connector (19K202-271L5). They plug into female

type SMP (19S141-40ML5), soldered on the PCB, after which the signal continues

through PCB HF traces.

PCB HF traces We use two different types of electrical planar transmission lines for

HF traces: micro strips (Figure 4.10) and co-planar wave guides (Figure 4.12). Micro

strip consists of a copper strip separated by the dielectric from the ground plane be-

neath. In a first approximation, the characteristic impedance of the micro strip depends

on the dielectric thickness, its permittivity and the strip width. It is easier to imple-

ment, but it has more radiation losses meaning more coupling towards other lines on

the PCB. On the other hand, co-planar wave guides are more shielded with ground

planes. Their characteristic impedance additionally also depends on the separation of

the strip and the ground planes alongside it. To compensate the increase of the charac-

teristic capacitance, it requires a thicker dielectric beneath for the same characteristic

impedance, which, in combination with other requirements (e.g.: strip width determined

by the bias tee capacitor width), sometimes exceeds the standard fabrication param-

eters of PCB manufacturers, increasing thus the PCB price. For the dielectric, we

decided to use FR-4 in all of our PCBs, despite its higher loss tangent in comparison

to e.g. Rogers laminates, because it is standard for Beta Layout PCB manufacturer.

In the early stage experiments these losses are anyhow expected to be negligible in
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comparison to e.g. reflective losses caused by the impedance discontinuity due to

Aluminium bonding wires.

Design constraints Moving towards the final version, several intermediate versions

of HF PCBs were fabricated. The tendency of such a trial and error route was the op-

timization in terms of uniformity of the HF lines (50 Ω matching), low crosstalk between

the HF lines themselves and towards the DC lines, more accessible layout, more sen-

sitive reflectometry readout and the compatibility with a wider range of samples and

experiments. The parameters that oppose each other the most are the low crosstalk

and the HF line uniformity on one side and the sensitive reflectometry on the other

side. The low crosstalk requires more ground planes, especially around HF traces,

such that the irradiated electric field goes towards ground. On the contrary, increasing

the reflectometry sensitivity requires the reduction of the parasitic capacitance towards

the ground, as explained in Section 4.2. The contradiction between those parameters

resulted in two ”optimized” HF PCB versions instead of a single one. Chronologically

the first one was Iron Man. The focus here was on reducing the parasitic capacitance

towards I2 inductor ports (consult Figure 4.10b). Since this was the first version, natu-

rally it had some suboptimal choices which we tried to correct in the next PCB design.

The second version, named Iron Kid, is shown at Figure 4.12. its was steered a bit

more towards reducing the crosstalk between fast gates and between fast gates and

DC lines.

Similarities between Iron Man and Iron Kid Both of them have six layers in order

to decouple the HF and the DC part. Layout of all layers for Iron Man can be seen in

Figure 4.11 and for Iron Kid in Figure 4.13. The top and the bottom layers are mixed

HF and DC layers, while the two middle ones (the third and the fourth) are DC layers.

Ground layers, two and five, shield the two middle DC layers from the HF signals and

provide an HF ground for HF traces on the top and the bottom layer. The top layer is

used mainly for the six HF traces for fast gates. Each fast gate trace starts with an

SMP then goes through the bias tee to the corresponding fast gate bonding pad. The
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bottom layer carries RF traces for the reflectometry. Regarding the DC part, DC lines

connecting the DC connector and single stage RC filters reside on the top and the

bottom layers because the filters are on these two layers, avoiding thus more signal

vias. Even if those DC lines are on the same layer as the HF traces, they are far

enough from them so the crosstalk is negligible. We used only vias which are going

through all the layers, avoiding buried vias and reducing thus the PCB price. After the

RC filters the DC lines are routed, mainly on the DC layers, towards the sample area

and towards the grounding pads.

Except a few differences which are described in the corresponding sections, both PCBs

have a rather similar reflectometry part. The reflectometry RF trace starts with the

SMP connector on the top layer. A row of parallel vias, to reduce the parasitic via

inductance, guide the reflectometry signal to the bottom layer where it gets splitted

into four traces using simple geometrical T splitters. Each trace then connects to the

inductor ports I1, while the output ports I2 are with two signal vias connected to the

corresponding reflectometry bonding pads on the top layer (consult Figures 4.10b and

4.12b). The inductor forms the matching circuit together with the parasitic capacitance

at the port I2 towards the ground. In order to use less coaxial cables and amplifiers in

the fridge we exploit the frequency division multiplexing technique by using different in-

ductor values on the same PCB. This allows using one SMP and splitting the RF traces

towards each of the four resonant circuits. Since the lumped element reflectometry op-

erates typically below 1 GHz, signal losses due to line bends, width changes and other

geometrical line changes are less pronounced. Therefore it is good enough to split the

reflectometry RF traces with a simple geometrical T splitter. For the reason of boost-

ing the reflectometry sensitivity, the parasitic capacitance to ground was reduced by

removing ground planes around the sample area as can be seen in individual layer lay-

outs in Figures 4.11 and 4.13. Also the inductor SMD footprints, reflectometry bonding

pads, DC bonding pads and DC routing have been carefully designed and positioned

in order to decrease this parasitic capacitance in both HF PCB designs. So far, similar-

ities between Iron Man and Iron Kid have been explained. In the next paragraphs, the
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focus is on their differences.

Iron Man

The first optimized HF PCB version was Iron Man, shown in Figure 4.10. It is 77 mm

long and 36 mm wide. It is compatible with the Grandpa Rudolph fridge, the Oxford

Heliox and the 4 K dipsticks. The layer stackup contains 6 copper layers with FR-4

used as the dielectric in between. The thickness of all the layers follows the standard

dimensions of the Beta Layout company and can be seen in Figure 4.11. The obvi-

ous difference to Shrek are the seven SMP connectors. Six of them, organized in a

hexagon pattern are for fast gates and one for the reflectometry. A micro-strip trans-

mission line type is used here, both for fast gates and the reflectometry traces. The

width of all the micro-strips is 0.3 mm which together with the 0.2 mm thickness of the

dielectric beneath and the FR-4 dielectric constant εr = 4.2 results in the characteristic

impedance of Z0 ≈ 50 Ω.

Decoupling resistors Around the sample area, on the bottom layer, there are SMD

footprints for decoupling resistors. Each DC line is connected to a corresponding in-

put port D1 in the ”ground polluted” area and the corresponding DC bonding pad is

connected to the output port D2 in the ”ground free” area (consult Figure 4.10b). The

resistors decouple D2 from D1 and therefore reduce the capacitance of the corre-

sponding DC bonding pad towards the ground. Because there is a finite capacitance

between DC bonding pads and a reflectometry bonding pad, such a measure reduces

the parasitic capacitance seen by I2, increasing thus the reflectometry sensitivity. It

would have been better to have those resistors on top to avoid vias which couple to

nearby ground planes and therefore increase the parasitic capacitance. But, this was

not possible due to the SMP connectors and the HF traces whose layout on the top

layer is imposed by the fridge sample holder the PCB is mounted to.
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Figure 4.10: HF PCB named ”Iron Man”, PCB number 2. Pictures of the PCB are on the left, while

corresponding layouts are shown on the right. The top layer is shown in a. The bottom layer is shown in

b. Every DC line passes through a single stage RC filter with elements R = 1 kΩ and C = 10 nF. Before

connecting to the corresponding bonding pad it passes through the decoupling resistor as well, which

input and output ports are marked with D1 and D2 respectively. DC bonding pads are numbered from 1

to 24. Fast gate bonding pads are named as XX GY where XX represents, via the bias tee added DC

line, and Y is the fast gate index, going from 1 to 6. Similar nomenclature is used for the reflectometry

bonding pads, but G in XX GY is replaced by R. The bias tees for fast gates have 1.8 MΩ resistor and a

capacitor 10 nF capacitor. Bias tees for the reflectometry, on the other hand, have 10 kΩ resistors and

the same capacitors. The grounding PCB and the connector are shown at the bottom. The number of

grounding pads is reduced to 26.
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Figure 4.11: Iron Man PCB layout and layer stackup. Top and middle: Layout of all Iron Man PCB

layers. Each layer is shown in a different color. Green circles represent vias. All filled polygons are

ground planes, while the thicker lines represent HF traces and the thinner lines represent DC lines.

Bottom: Cross-section of the layer stackup. The corresponding layer cross-sections are color matched

with the layer layouts shown above. All metal layers are made of 35µm copper, while FR-4 is used for

the insulator in between, shown in grey. Signal routing between layers are enabled by vias.
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Iron Kid

To create a PCB compatible with the ”Snow White” fridge and for implementing a few

changes, which are discussed below, we designed a PCB called Iron Kid, shown in Fig-

ure 4.12. It has the same length but a different width of 40 mm and longer, diagonally

positioned, mounting holes to be able to install it on the Snow White PCB holder rails.

The mounting holes on the opposite diagonal, for mounting the PCB in the Grandpa

Rudolph fridge, are changed to keyholes to have the slide-in mount option. Imposed

by the Snow White fridge sample holder, everything needed to fit inside a 30 mm wide

area on the top layer. Therefore the SMP footprints for the fast gates 02, 04, 14 and 16

are rotated in respect to Iron Kid. In addition, the sample area is widened by approxi-

mately 2 mm. Mounting holes for installing a mechanical protecting cap for the sample

are added as well. In the light of the crosstalk reduction, the type of all HF traces is

changed to co-planar wave guide type and each DC bonding pad is connected to

the ground in HF terms via the coupling capacitor. Other upgrades include wider HF

traces, the addition of SMD footprint for varactors, and more ground (GND) vias

connecting ground planes on different layers. In the following, reasoning for each of

these changes is given.

Co-planar wave guides with a wider signal trace Co-planar wave guides offer bet-

ter HF shielding against irradiation towards the surrounding space, since the electric

field bends mainly towards the ground planes alongside the signal trace. The width

of the signal trace itself was increased from 0.3 mm to 0.8 mm to match with the bias

tee capacitor width, to achieve a better wave guide transmission. In order to maintain

roughly the same characteristic impedance, as in the case of a micro-strip, the dielec-

tric thickness below the top and the bottom layer was increased from 0.2 to 0.4 mm

as can be seen in the sketched PCB cross-section in Figure 4.13. Still, the resulting

impedance is 40 Ω instead of 50 Ω due to the small, 0.2 mm, gap between the signal

trace and the ground planes alongside, set like this to increase the shielding effect.

This impedance mismatch is expected to be negligible in comparison to the unavoid-
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able mismatch due to the bond wires. Considering the crosstalk towards the other lines,

for the reflectometry it is probably negligible. its low power <-90 dBm does not cause

significant shifts in the stability of nearby devices as a high amplitude control pulse

does. Also it is a single frequency signal, far away from important energy transitions in

our devices. Therefore the gap between the signal trace and the ground planes along-

side, on the bottom layer, was kept to 0.5 mm resulting in 50 Ω impedance, matched

with coaxial cables. The reported impedances are obtained considering a FR-4 dielec-

tric constant of εr = 4.2.

Coupling capacitors Appropriate capacitors decrease the impedance of DC bond-

ing pads towards the ground, flushing thus the parasitically coupled high-frequency

signals to the ground and decreasing the crosstalk between fast gates and DC lines.

This is exactly opposite to the measure taken on Iron Man PCB, increasing thus slightly

the parasitic capacitance seen by the inductor I2 ports (consult Figure 4.12b). Such

a crosstalk reduction measure would be good for the experiments involving pulses on

several fast gates in parallel.

Varactors Adding varactors between inductor I2 ports and the ground allows to tune

the matching condition, which can boost the reflectometry sensitivity. Varactors are

diodes whose capacitance, in the reverse biased regime, can be tuned by the voltage

applied between its electrodes. A reader might ask the question if a varactor would

not increase the total capacitance and therefore decrease the reflectometry sensitivity,

as stated above. The answer is yes, but, as can be seen from Equation 4.13, proper

Reff value, tuned by the varactor, can result in an even higher sensitivity. However,

off-the-shelf varactors have very small tuning range at millikelvin temperature.

More ground vias More ground vias make the ground throughout the PCB more

uniform and reduce its impedance.

Sample area As can be seen on the left side in Figure 4.12a, 500µm were removed

below the sample area which corresponds to the typical thickness of our samples.
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Having the PCB bonding pads on the same height as the sample bonding pads reduces

the bond length. This further reduces the crosstalk amongst fast gates and between

the fast gates and the DC lines.
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Figure 4.12: HF PCB named ”Iron Kid”, PCB number 2. Pictures of the PCB are on the left, while

corresponding layouts are shown on the right. The top layer is shown in a. The bottom layer is shown in

b. At this particular PCB no SMD inductor was used. We glued the NbTiN planar inductors chip, on the

bottom side of the PCB and bonded one planar inductor (or a combination of two) between each of the

I1 and I2 port pairs. The bonding pad nomenclature is the same as for Iron Man. The possible varactors

at the reflectometry pads R1 and R4 are biased from the DC line 5 and the varactors at the reflectometry

pads R2 and R3 are biased from the DC line 15. However, the varactors were not soldered at the PCB

shown here. The coupling capacitors for bonding pads 5 and 15 provide the HF ground for the varactors.

This PCB has 10 nF coupling capacitors. A better option are 220 pF capacitors as explained in Section

A.1. The RC filters consist of R=10 kΩ and C=10 nF, same as on the Shrek PCB shown in Figure 4.9.

The bias tees for fast gates are the same as on Iron Man shown in Figure 4.10. The bias tees for the

reflectometry consist of a 510 kΩ resistor and a 1.5 nF capacitor. The grounding connector is not shown

here since it is identical to the one in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.13: Iron Kid PCB layout and layer stackup. Top and middle: Layout of all Iron Kid PCB lay-

ers. Green circles represent vias. All filled polygons are ground planes, while the thicker lines represent

HF traces and the thinner lines represent DC lines. Bottom: The cross sectional layer stackup. It is kept

symmetric, to avoid possible deformation of the PCB during its fabrication process. The corresponding

layer cross sections are color matched with the layer layouts shown above. All metal layers are made of

35µm copper, while FR-4 is used as insulator in between, shown in grey. Signal routing between layers

are enabled by vias.
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Conclusion about HF PCBs

As stated above, the goal of Iron Kid was to reduce the crosstalk and to improve some

general design aspects of the Iron Man PCB while for Iron Man a smaller parasitic

capacitance is expected at inductor I2 ports (the I2 port label is introduced in Figure

4.10b). A measurement of the transmission and the crosstalk can be seen in Figure

4.14. The crosstalk between a fast gate and a DC line is hard to measure, therefore

for the general crosstalk benchmark here, the crosstalk between fast gates 2 and 4 on

both PCBs is taken. It can be seen that Iron Kid shows a much lower crosstalk up

to 13 GHz, which is actually the frequency range of interest, proving that the design

goal is achieved. Regarding the transmission, Iron Kid performs better up to 8 GHz

but after this Iron Man has partially higher transmission. It is good to remind that the

fast gate characteristic impedance of Iron Kid is 40 Ω and therefore not matched to the

50 Ω coaxial cable impedance which reduces the transmission coefficient. However the

lower transmission of fast gates is not a problem as one can increase the power of the

HF source and therefore achieve the wanted power on the sample.

Regarding the reflectometry, from the resonant frequencies fres shown in Figure 4.15,

parasitic capacitances at inductors I2 ports have been extracted according to the for-

mula fres = 1

2π
√
LCp

. By comparing their values, written in Table A.1, we see that the

parasitic capacitance at 06 R1, 12 R2 and 18 R3 bonding pads are lower for the Iron

Man PCB, as expected. On the contrary, the parasitic capacitance at 24 R4 turns out to

be slightly lower for the Iron Kid PCB. Since the corresponding inductor has the largest

value of the four (1200 nH), by putting down the numbers, it turns out that the observed

deviation can be explained by the inductance value, at the two measured PCBs, being

at the two opposite maximums allowed by the 5% tolerance.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the fast gate transmission and the crosstalk between Iron Man and

Iron Kid. Measurement of the transmission a and the crosstalk b between fast gates on Iron Man PCB,

number 2 (blue curves) and Iron Kid PCB, number 4 (orange curves). Important to mention is that Iron

Man PCB, number 2 has 1 kΩ decoupling resistors and Iron Kid PCB, number 4 has 220 pF coupling

capacitors. The S21 between the fast gates, in both cases, was measured using the ZNB20 vector

network analyzer without calibration, Huber&Suhner SMA cables CBL-6FT-SMSM+, SMA to SMA feed-

throughs and SMA to SMP adaptors. For the transmission measurements, three parallel Aluminium

bond wires (3.5 mm long for Iron Kid and 2.5 mm long for Iron Man) were bonded between fast gates 2

and 4. For the crosstalk measurements the bond wires were removed.
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Figure 4.15: Room temperature measurement of the reflectometry reflection coefficient S11 on

Iron Kid, number 5 and Iron Man, number 2. S11 was measured with the vector network analyzer

ZNB20, without calibration. The connection between the vector network analyzer port 1 and the reflec-

tometry SMP on both PCBs consisted of a R&S ZV-Z193 cable, a SMA to SMA feedthrough and a SMA

to SMP adaptor. Nothing was bonded to the reflectometry bonding pads during this measurement, so

the resonant circuits consisted only of an inductor and the capacitance to the ground Cp. Therefore, the

frequencies for which S11 reaches the minimum amplitude are the resonant frequencies of the match-

ing circuits connected to reflectometry bonding pads, 24 R4, 18 R3, 12 R2, 06 R1, going from lower to

higher frequencies. Their values can be found in Table A.1.
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5 Qubit

This chapter describes the experimental realization of a Loss-DiVincenzo qubit, imple-

mented as a spin state of a hole in a Ge HW DQD (consult Section 3.2).

5.1 The qubit setup

Let’s first consider the exact setup, shown in Figure 5.1, which was used for performing

the qubit experiments. The voltage pulses generated by the AWG, with the rise time of

≈ 2ns, were used for a fast change between CB and PSB of the DQD (channel 3), for

the IQ modulation (channels 1 and 2) and for the pulse modulation (PM) control of the

VSG (channel 4). The pulses sent to the IQ input of the VSG, modulate the amplitude

of the two orthogonal sinusoidal components of the signal on the VSG output, enabling

thus a creation of burst signals with an arbitrary phase and amplitude. The frequency

of the VSG signals (bursts) is typically in a GHz range so they are called MW signals

(bursts). For example, let’s consider a waveform for the two-axis spin rotation experi-

ment, shown in Figure 5.6a. The burst can be imagined as a phasor1 on a circle with

a radius Aburst =
√
I2 +Q2 having a phase equal to arctan(Q

I
). I is the in-phase input

and Q is the quadrature VSG input. The pulses on AWG channels 1 and 2 (not shown

in the figure) change the relative amplitude of I and Q, changing thus the phase of

the second burst while keeping the Aburst constant during 9 ns duration of both bursts.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phasor

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phasor
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Figure 5.1: Setup for the qubit experiment. The qubit hosting DQD, located on a 6x6mm2 Si chip,

was glued on the Iron Man PCB and mounted to the probe of the Grandpa Rudolph dilution refrigerator.

Aluminium wire bonds connected all DQD electrodes to the DC lines while a bias tee allowed addition of

HF signals to G1, as well. The HF signals were generated by the AWG (voltage pulses) and the vector

signal generator (MW sinusoidal signals).
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Outside of the 9 ns interval, the burst amplitude should be ideally zero, not to influence

the qubit. In reality there is a finite burst amplitude also outside of the 9 ns intervals,

defined by the so called on/off ratio. For the IQ modulation this ratio is ≈ 50 dB. Addi-

tionally, by applying a rectangular pulse, as a frame around each burst, at the PM input

of the VSG, the on/off ratio can be increased to ≈ 80 dB. 20 dB is 10 times in terms of

voltage and 100 times in terms of power. The waveform of the AWG channel 3 and the

MW bursts are merged by the diplexer and sent towards the gate G1 of the DQD. Due

to a longer overall electrical path (cable length + signal propagation in the VSG), the

bursts delay in respect to the channel 3 pulse, in this particular case for about 20 ns. In

order to align them, as in Figure 5.6a, the pulse needed to be intentionally delayed for

the same time.

5.2 The qubit hosting DQD stability diagram

The stability diagram of the measured device (consult Figure 3.3c) is shown in Figure

5.2. Figure 5.2a, shows a somewhat larger gate-voltage phase space. The zoom-in

into a pair of bias triangles, is shown in Figure 5.2b. The region of suppressed current,

i.e. the PSB region (consult Figure 2.9), is clearly observable.
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a)

1

b)

1

Figure 5.2: The stability diagram of a qubit hosting DQD. a VG1 versus VG2 scans, showing a stability

diagram of the DQD. The measurements were performed by setting the gate-voltage point, generated

by the IVVI DAC and subsequently measuring the current through the DQD with a dmm, having an

integration time of 0.02 power line cycles (PLC). VSD was set to 1.5 mV. Due to a relatively large VSD

and a small mutual capacitance Cm (in a few aF range), the two bias triangles overlap. The G1(2)

coupling factor is α1(2) ≈ 0.68(0.65). b Zoom-in into the triangle pair enclosed in the red dashed square

in a.

5.3 Spin manipulation experiments

5.3.1 EDSR spectroscopy

In order to verify the spin blockade and the ability to manipulate the spin, the EDSR

experiment was performed in a continuous and in a pulsed mode. In the continuous

mode the gate-voltage point was set into the region where PSB was assumed to take

place, as shown in Figure 5.3a. In the pulsed mode, the spin manipulation and the spin

initialization/readout intervals were set into the CB and PSB regions, respectively. This

was done via the AWG pulse applied to G1, as can be seen in Figure 5.4a. In both

cases, the frequency of the VSG generated MW signal, sent also to G1, was swept

versus the out-of-plane magnetic field. The difference between the two experiments

was that in the pulse mode, the MW signal was applied only during the CB part. Along

the line for which the condition hfMW equals the energy splitting between the respective

states, the spin gets excited. This results in the transition from the blocked triplet to the
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unblocked singlet state, in the PSB, increasing thus the current through the DQD and

making such a line visible in the measurement. Indeed the lines were observed, as can

be seen in Figure 5.3b and c for the continuous mode and in Figure 5.4b and c for the

pulsed mode. In the continuous mode the amount of the current along the line depends

on the spin rotation frequency and the tunneling rates, since, in the PSB region, it is

energetically favorable for a hole to tunnel through immediately after the singlet state

is formed. On the contrary, in the pulsed mode, a hole cannot tunnel immediately after

its spin is rotated and the S(1,1) state is formed, because the DQD is in the CB. Once

the pulse brings the DQD back to PSB, up to a few tunneling events can happen, until

the triplet state is loaded again. Therefore, in the pulsed mode, the magnitude of the

transport current is mainly limited with the pulse period. A longer period causes a lower

current. Thus the upper line in Figure 5.3c has approximately 10 times larger current

than the upper line in Figure 5.4c. Regrading the lower line, apart from a large g-factor

change, between the two modes, it also changes from a peak to a dip in the measured

current. The effect of the current reduction, along the EDSR line corresponding to

the second harmonic, was observed in a DQD in GaAs heterostructure, as well [Laird

et al., 2009]. Also, multiple harmonics (multiple EDSR lines) were observed around

zero detuning in an InAs nanowire DQD [Stehlik et al., 2014]. In this study the current

was enhanced along the odd harmonics and decreased along the even ones. Soon

afterwards, both works were theoretically explained in terms of families of interfering

trajectories of a strongly-driven multi-level quantum system [Danon and Rudner, 2014].

However, the lines we observed do not satisfy the criteria gµBB = nhfMW , with n being

an integer. Therefore, the mentioned explanation is not applicable in our case.

In further experiments we focused on the upper line whose g-factor does not change

(within the experimental error) and the current peak nature is preserved. Outside of

the shown frequency and magnetic field range, the lines were not clearly observable

and therefore only this range is shown.
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Figure 5.3: Continuous EDSR spin spectroscopy. a Zoom-in to the bias triangle, obtained with VSD =

1.5mV . The static gate-voltage point (DC point) was positioned in the PSB region and the continuous

MW signal (darker blue wave) was applied to G1. b Transport current signal measured versus the

MW signal frequency and B⊥. The power at the VSG output was set to PMW = −4 dBm. It was

furthermore attenuated in the fridge to approximately −64 dBm at the device gate electrode. Every

point was integrated for 200 ms (10 PLC) inside the dmm. The lines of the higher current mark the spin

excitation to the unblocked singlet state. From the EDSR condition hfMW = gµBB⊥, g-factors of 3 and

2.2 were extracted for the upper and the lower line respectively. c Same plot as in b, with the row and

column mean values substracted from the corresponding data point.
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Figure 5.4: Pulsed EDSR spin spectroscopy. a Plot showing the same bias triangle as in Figure 5.3a.

The AWG pulse, with a zero mean value, superimposed to the DC point, was rapidly changing the G1

voltage point between the CB (100 ns) and the PSB (30 ns) region. The pulse high and low values at the

AWG output are stated here, which are then attenuated before reaching G1. During the CB part, 75 ns

long MW burst (a bit shorter than the CB part of the pulse to ensure that it acts at G1 only during the

CB), defined with 500 mV I and Q pulses, was applied to G1. Similar to before, the carrier power was

set to PMW = −4 dBm. Since the VSG operates in the IQ modulation mode, for the actual signal power

on its output, the amplitude of I and Q pulses plays a role here, as well. b Transport current versus MW

burst frequency and B⊥. Every point was integrated for 200 ms (10 PLC) inside the dmm. The g-factor

changed significantly for the lower line, in respect to the continuous mode, and now it is ≈ 2.0. For the

upper line the g-factor did not change (it is within the experimental error). c Same plot as in b, with the

row and column mean values substracted from the corresponding data point.

The next experiments were performed with the DC point set at the similar position as

in Figure 5.4a.
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5.3.2 Rabi experiment
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Figure 5.5: Coherent spin oscillations around a single axis. a Waveform applied to G1 for performing

the Rabi experiment. The AWG pulse was shifting the qubit between PSB and CB, which lasted for 210

and 100 ns, respectively. The applied MW burst rotated the initialized spin-down vector for an angle

proportional to its duration τburst and the square root of power
√
PMW . The I and Q pulses, for the

burst control, had a 500 mV amplitude, each. b Corrected current ICORR versus τburst and PMW for

B⊥ = 127mT and fMW = 5.966GHz, showing Rabi oscillations. For every τburst,PMW point, the

waveform shown in a was continuously applied during the dmm integration time of 200 ms (10 PLCs)

and the averaged current was recorded. This was repeated 100 times. Each single point current value

is the result of these two averaging procedures. The signal power on the x-axis is the power on the VSG

output. The actual power on the sample was attenuated by approximately 60 dB. The current data has

been corrected by removing the average column and row values from the corresponding data points.

The trace for P = 14.5 dBm stands out because the DQD stability diagram got shifted during this trace.

c Current I vs τburst traces for PMW equal to 7, 11, 13 and 17.5 dBm. For clarity, the traces for 11, 13

and 17.5 dBm are shifted by 200, 400 and 600 fA, respectively. The Rabi frequencies were extracted by

fitting the raw data to A
τaburst

sin(2πfRabiτburst + φR) + offset+ d
√
τburst, where φR is the initial phase of

a single trace. The offset and d
√
τburst have been subtracted from the shown traces. d Dependence of

the Rabi frequency on the applied MW power.
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After performing the pulsed EDSR spectroscopy, one point at the upper line in Figure

5.4b was chosen, such that the respective fMW and B⊥ satisfy the resonant condition

hfMW = gµBB⊥. With that condition satisfied, the waveform shown in Figure 5.5a,

applied to G1, coherently rotates the hole spin state around a single axis. During the

PSB interval, the system is initialized in the triplet state. When in CB, a MW burst of

varying duration is applied. For a π-pulse the hole spin will flip, leading thus to the

singlet state when the DQD is brought back to the PSB region. Now, the transport is

enabled through the S(0,2) state leading to an enhanced current. By linearly increasing

the burst duration τburst, oscillations of the detected current can be observed (Figure

5.5b). For a more detailed explanation, please refer to the corresponding section in

the theory chapter. As expected, the period of the Rabi oscillations decreases with

increasing power of the MW burst (see Figure 5.5c). Rabi frequencies approaching

140 MHz were observed (Figure 5.5d). They are faster than the frequencies reported

for GaAs system dressed with an artificial spin orbit coupling (i.e. slanted magnetic

fields generated by micro magnets) [Yoneda et al., 2014]. Also faster than what has

been predicted for Ge nanocrystals [Ares et al., 2013] and than those reported for

the InSb electron spin qubit which showed 8 ns dephasing time [van den Berg et al.,

2013].

5.3.3 Two-axis qubit manipulation

In order to demonstrate the two-axis qubit rotation, a periodic waveform, whose single

period is illustrated in Figure 5.6a, was applied to G1. Two MW bursts, separated by

a fixed interval τwait were applied during the manipulation interval. The first MW burst

rotates the initialized spin state for an angle of π
2

around the x-axis. The phase of the

second MW burst φp determines the angle of the corresponding rotation axis in the x-y

plane. φp was changed by sweeping the relative amplitudes of the VSG I and Q inputs,

while Aburst was kept constant, as explained above. Sweeping φp from 0 to 2π causes

a sinusoidal oscillation of the measured current through the DQD (consult Figure 5.6b)
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which represents the spin up probability P |↑〉. For more detailed explanation, please

refer to the corresponding section in the theory chapter. As an additional note, the DC

point needed to be slightly changed since the bias triangle shifted for -0.5 mV in both

gates, in respect to the previous experiment.
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Figure 5.6: Two-axis qubit manipulation. a Waveform applied to G1 for performing the two-axis qubit

rotation. The manipulation interval (CB) lasted 160 ns while the read-out and the initialization (PSB)

lasted for 30 ns. The phase φp of the second burst was changed by sweeping the relative amplitudes of

the burst controlling I and Q pulses, whileAburst = 500
√

2mV was kept constant. This phase determines

the phase of the spin rotation vector during the second burst. b Current through the DQD versus φp.

For every φp value, the waveform shown in a was continuously applied during the dmm integration

time of 200 ms (10 PLCs) and the averaged current was recorded. This was repeated 5 times. Each

single point current value is the result of these two averaging procedures. The oscillatory behavior

of the current demonstrates the qubit rotation around the axis defined by φp. For this experiment the

following parameters were chosen: PMW = 4 dBm, τburst = 9ns, τwait = 10ns, fMW = 5.887GHz and

B⊥ = 122mT .
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5.3.4 Dephasing T ∗2 - Ramsey experiment

To measure the inhomogeneous dephasing time T ∗2 , a Ramsey experiment was per-

formed. A periodic waveform, whose single period is illustrated in Figure 5.7a, was ap-

plied to G1. Two π
2

bursts, separated by τwait, during which the qubit can freely evolve

and dephase, were applied during the manipulation interval. The burst frequency fMW

is detuned from the Larmor frequency by ∆f = fz−fMW , which sets the rotation vector

in the x-z plane during both bursts and along the z-axis during the τwait. Because of

the z-rotation, with the speed proportional to ∆f , the measured current oscillates as a

function of τwait, as can be seen in Figure 5.7b and c. From the decay time of these os-

cillations, average dephasing times exceeding 130 ns were measured (consult Figure

5.7d).
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Figure 5.7: Ramsey experiment. a Waveform applied to G1 for inducing Ramsey oscillations caused by

the frequency detuning ∆f between the Larmor and the MW burst frequency. The square pulse shifted

the qubit between PSB (210 ns) and CB (160 ns). The two MW bursts, separated by the waiting time

τwait, had the same phase with PMW and τburst calibrated for a π
2 spin rotation around the x-axis. The

I and Q pulses, for the bursts control, had a 500 mV amplitude, each. b ICORR versus τwait and ∆f

for PMW = 11 dBm and τburst = 3.5ns in the presence of B⊥ = 127mT and a center frequency of

fMWcenter = fz = 5.966GHz. For every τwait, ∆f point, the waveform shown in a was continuously

applied during the dmm integration time of 200 ms (10 PLCs) and the averaged current was recorded.

This was repeated for 35 times. Each single point current value is the result of these two averaging

procedures. c Line traces from b for ∆f equal to 19, 25 and 40 MHz. The traces for 25 and 40 MHz

are shifted by 100 and 200 fA, respectively. d Plot showing the extracted dephasing times for various

values of ∆f . The times were extracted by fitting the data to Ae
−(

τwait
T∗
2

)2

sin(2π∆fτwait+φRam)+offset,

where φRam is the initial phase of a single Ramsey trace, example of which is shown in c. The average

dephasing time exceeds 130 ns.
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5.3.5 Conclusion

The ratio of T ∗2 to a π-burst duration for a MW power of 11 dBm is about 18 which is

35 times smaller than the highest value reported for electron spins in isotopically pu-

rified Si [Yoneda et al., 2017] but just a factor of two compared to electron spins in

natural Si [Takeda et al., 2016]. We have also observed that for increasing MW power

and consequently decreasing the π-burst duration, T ∗2 stays approximately constant,

therefore increasing the mentioned ratio. Additional Rabi and Ramsey experiments

were performed, a couple of months later, on the same triangle, in a similar DC point,

with different TCB and TPSB and a different π
2
-burst duration (in the Ramsey experiment

case). The major difference to the previous experiment was a 300 angle that the ap-

plied static magnetic field had in respect to the perpendicular direction. The average

dephasing time was 34ns, in that case, with the MW power of 3 dBm and a π
2
-burst of

10 ns. In conclusion, since this is a first qubit realization in such a material system, a

lot is left to be investigated. For example, the exact rotation mechanism, the sources

of noise limiting the coherence times and how to mitigate them. Also, the assumption

of the basis states being T−(1, 1) and the singlet, needs to be confirmed. In order to

investigate the dephasing noise, spin echo and Carl-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill experiments

need to be performed. But since the measured current reduces for longer pulse pe-

riods, as explained above, it was not possible to extend the period of the waveform,

shown in Figure 5.7a, more than 400 ns. Thus, for performing such experiments, a

readout method that allows longer manipulation periods is needed.
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6 Gate based charge and spin sensing

An important requirement from DiVincezo’s qubit criteria is a qubit state readout ca-

pability. Apart from the initialization and manipulation, a high readout fidelity, ob-

tained in a short integration time, is required as well. In the first place in order to

satisfy the quantum error correction threshold and furthermore to reduce the number

of required physical qubits entering the error correction algorithm that yields a single

logical qubit [Fowler et al., 2012]. In semiconductor DQD spin qubits, the spin can

be read-out indirectly, by mapping it to the charge state, using the PSB [Ono et al.,

2002]. The charge state can be then measured by i.e. measuring the tunneling cur-

rent through a DQD, but this method returns very weak signals (therefore prohibit-

ing longer manipulation periods, as stated above), requiring thus a lot of averaging

(slow). Therefore, it can be used only for initial characterizations. Alternatively, the

charge state of a DQD can be measured using proximal charge sensors, like quan-

tum point contacts [van Wees et al., 1988] and single electron transistors [Kastner,

1992]. Due to the electrostatic coupling, the qubit charge state maps to their conduc-

tance. Later on, such sensors were integrated into resonant circuits for the reflectome-

try readout, where their conductance change modifies the amount of the wave reflected

from the resonant circuit, as introduced above. This resulted in an increased sensitiv-

ity for the so called RF quantum point contacts [Reilly et al., 2007; Cassidy et al.,

2007], and even more for the RF single electron transistor [Schoelkopf et al., 1998;

Henrik et al., 2006]. But, implementing charge sensors requires more nanofabrica-

tion steps, opposing thus to the scalability requirement. Another negative side of a
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charge sensor is the necessity for additional tuning. Since DQD based spin qubits are

typically read-out in the PSB regime, where singlet and triplet states have different cur-

vatures when changing the detuning, the qubit can be alternatively read-out by sens-

ing their consequently different quantum capacitances [Persson et al., 2010; Ashoori

et al., 1992; Duty et al., 2005]. This can be achieved by connecting the resonant circuit

to either the source or drain contact [Petersson et al., 2010; Petersson et al., 2012;

Pakkiam et al., 2018] or to a gate electrode (gate reflectometry) [Colless et al., 2013;

West et al., 2019; Urdampilleta et al., 2019], especially in the case of high gate to

dot coupling factors [Zalba et al., 2015; Crippa et al., 2019]. Since gates already ex-

ist, for the DQD creation and its electrostatic control, by using the gate based read-

out, the fabrication gets simpler, avoiding also an additional tuning of the charge sen-

sor. Furthermore, such a gate based sensor does not suffer from shot noise [Ahmed

et al., 2018], the charge sensors are suffering from, paving the way towards even

higher sensitivities and consequently higher readout fidelities [Zheng et al., 2019;

Schaal et al., 2020]. Due to high gate to dot coupling factors in Ge HW DQDs, typ-

ically α > 0.5, it was natural to use gate reflectometry for their readout.
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6.1 Gate reflectometry working principle
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Figure 6.1: Adapted schematic of a DQD with the reflectometry circuit connected to G1. a

Schematic of DQD shown in Figure 2.6, as seen from G1, in the zero bias case. b Schematic of

the reflectometry circuit from Figure 4.6, with the inductor (L) connected to G1. The DQD is represented

with an equivalent circuit at finite frequencies, consisting of a parallel combination of Cgeom and Cpar.

Losses in the dielectric Rdie represent the sum of losses in the PCB and in Cgeom.

All considerations and derivations here are taken mostly from [Mizuta et al., 2017]

and [Crippa et al., 2019]. In gate reflectometry, the inductor is connected to a gate

and therefore the device part of the reflectometry circuit schematic, shown in Figure

4.6, needs modification. There is also a difference in the circuit loss representation.

Apart from the already introduced Rl, the dielectric losses Rdie are taken into account

here, as well. They predominantly originate from losses in the PCB and the device

geometric capacitance dielectric and their value can be in tens of kΩ [Zalba et al.,

2015]. Figure 6.1a shows a DQD schematic, with the elements that play a role from

the G1 standpoint, in the zero bias case. In the DQD devices described here, the

mutual capacitance CM is on the order of 10−18 F and the total capacitance CΣ1(2) =

CG11(12)+CS(D)+CM is on the order of 10−17 F [Watzinger, 2018]. Therefore, by following

the derivations in [Mizuta et al., 2017], in the limit CM << CΣ and for finite frequencies,

the DQD can be represented as a parallel combination of the geometrical capacitance

Cgeom and the parametric capacitance Cpar, as shown in Figure 6.1b. The voltage

independent capacitance part Cgeom = α11

|e| CS + α12

|e| CD is given by the DQD geometry.

Here, α11(12) = |e|CG11(12)

CΣ1(2)
is the G1 to QD1(2) coupling factor and e is the electron
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charge. The parametric capacitance

Cpar = α
′ δ 〈n1〉
δVG1

(6.1)

is an additional capacitive contribution that arises from a functional dependence of the

DQD charge state upon the voltage applied to G1 (VG1). Here, α′ = α11 − α12, and 〈n1〉

is the average electron number in QD1. Furthermore, Cpar can be expressed in terms

of the detuning parameter ε, i.e. the energy difference between the two respective DQD

charge states, as:

Cpar = α
′2 δ 〈n1〉

δε
(6.2)

When sending a reflectometry signal to the resonator, the detuning oscillates around

ε0 with the signal frequency ω, as ε(t) = ε0 + dεsin(ωt). The amplitude of those oscil-

lations is dε = α
′
dVG1. Here dVG1 is the amplitude of the voltage oscillations, seen by

the G1, produced by the resonator as a response to the excitation signal and α
′ the

corresponding VG1 to ε conversion factor.

Now, let’s dig a bit deeper into the physical origin of Cpar, starting with a simple charge

qubit example. A charge qubit, hosted in a singly occupied DQD, can be described

with the following Hamiltonian:

H = tcσx +
ε

2
σz (6.3)

having the corresponding energies:

E± = ±1

2

√
ε2 + (2tc)2. (6.4)

Following the derivation in [Mizuta et al., 2017], Equation 6.2 evolves to:
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Cpar =
α
′2

2
[
(2tc)

2

∆E3
∆P +

ε

∆E

δ∆P

δε
] (6.5)

where ∆E = E+−E− =
√
ε2 + (2tc)2 is the energy difference and ∆P = P+−P− is the

difference between occupation probabilities of the ground and excited state. The first

term in Equation 6.5 accounts for adiabatic transitions in systems with a finite curva-

ture of the energy bands and it is called quantum capacitance (CQ). The second term,

called tunneling capacitance (Ct) arises due to non adiabatic transitions caused by the

excitation and relaxation processes with timescales comparable or faster than the re-

flectometry excitation frequency ω. In the scope of this work, non-adiabatic processes

can be neglected, as can be seen in the experimental data shown below, making thus

Cpar ≈ CQ:

Cpar ≈
α
′2

2

(2tc)
2

∆E3
∆P = CQ (6.6)

Regarding the spin qubit, near zero detuning, a doubly occupied DQD can be mapped

onto five states S(0, 2), S(1, 1), T−(1, 1), T0(1, 1), T+(1, 1), as already explained above.

Due to the similarity with the system described in [Crippa et al., 2019], the following

Hamiltonian for small detunings

H =



−1
2
ε+ 1

2
(g1 + g2)µBB 0 0 0 0

0 −1
2
ε 0 1

2
(g1 − g2)µBB 0

0 0 −1
2
ε− 1

2
(g1 + g2)µBB 0 0

0 1
2
(g1 − g2)µBB 0 1

2
ε tc

0 0 0 tc −1
2
ε


(6.7)

can be applied here as well. g1 is the g-factor in QD1 and g2 is the g-factor in QD2.

The state energies versus detuning are shown in Figure 2.9, at the bottom. For ε0 = 0

and B = 0 all the elements in Equation 6.7 are approximately zero, apart from the off
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diagonal elements in the lower right 2x2 submatrix, which is then equal to the charge

qubit Hamiltonian in Equation 6.3. Therefore, the only non zero quantum capacitance,

which is the one coming from the energy curvature of the singlet states (due to tc), can

be expressed using Equation 6.6, for the charge qubit, as:

CQ =
α
′2

2

(2tc)
2

∆E3
∆PS. (6.8)

The difference is in the state occupation probabilities, which is now expressed as ∆PS,

taking into account all five states (two S and three T). The expression for ∆PS can be

found in [Mizuta et al., 2017] and for the 0 K limit it is equal to 1, meaning that only the

singlet state can be occupied in this case

CQ =
α
′2

2

(2tc)
2

∆E3
. (6.9)

For B > 0, the non zero 1
2
(g1 − g2)µBB term (Equation 6.7), assuming a g-factor dif-

ference in the two dots, couples S(1, 1) and T0(1, 1). This causes a curvature and a

non-zero quantum capacitance also for the T0(1, 1) state, as can be seen in Figure

2.9b, at the bottom [Crippa et al., 2019].

The CQ and the parametric capacitance in general, can be probed by measuring the

reflected portion of the reflectometry excitation signal sent towards the resonator in

Figure 6.1. The detuning oscillations cause an increased DQD charge oscillation, for

larger Cpar, loading thus the resonator and changing the reflection coefficient phase

∆Γφ and amplitude ∆|Γ|. By sweeping ε0, across a DQD inter-dot charge transition,

the corresponding Cpar can be mapped out.

Let’s now look into the gate reflectometry sensitivities, in respect to Cpar. Using Equa-

tion 4.14, the gate reflectometry phase sensitivity δΓφ
δCpar

reads as:

δΓφ
δCpar

|ω=ω0 =
2QZ0

Ctot(Reff − Z0)
(6.10)
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where Ctot = Cp + Cgeom and Reff = Rl + L
CtotRdie

. If Rdie is large enough, such that

Reff << Z0 = 50 Ω then:

δΓφ
δCpar

|ω=ω0 ≈ −
2QZ0

CtotZ0

= − 2Q

Ctot
(6.11)

and the reflected signal phase change ∆Γφ at the resonant frequency ω0 is:

∆Γφ|ω=ω0 ≈
δΓφ
δCpar

|ω=ω0∆Cpar = −2Q∆Cpar
Ctot

(6.12)

Regarding the gate reflectometry amplitude sensitivity in respect to Cpar, by substituting

Rdie instead of RD in Equation 4.16, δ|Γ|
δCpar

can be written as:

δ|Γ|
δCpar

|ω=ω0 =
−2Z0Q

2

CtotRdie

(6.13)

Having Rdie in tens or even hundreds of kΩ, can still result in a non negligible gate

reflectometry amplitude response. Depending on the driving regime, Cpar, in the above

equations, can be replaced with CQ for adiabatic and with Ct for the non adiabatic

regime.

Now, by combining Equations 6.9 and 6.12, the gate reflectometry phase signal, near

the DQD inter-dot transition, can be evaluated in the 0K limit as:

∆ΓT=0
φ = −

2Qα
′2

2
(2tc)2

∆E3

Ctot
(6.14)

stemming from the quantum capacitance of the singlet state. For a complete descrip-

tion of ∆Γφ, at elevated temperatures, averaged phase signal contributions of each

state 〈∆Γφ〉i, should be summed up: ∆Γφ = Σ 〈∆Γφ〉i. The single state phase signal

can be described as:

〈∆Γφ〉i = ∆ΓT=0
φi e−Eiβ/Z (6.15)
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where ∆ΓT=0
φi is proportional to the quantum capacitance of the state with energy Ei

in the 0 K limit, β = 1
kBTeff

with kB as Boltzmann constant, Teff the effective electron

temperature and Z the partition function over the five states.

Tunnel coupling estimation procedure By using the above presented model [Crippa

et al., 2019] one can obtain the evolution of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

the inter-dot transition line cut (an example can be seen in Figure 6.3c) versus Teff ,

measured as ∆Γφ (consult Figure S3 [Crippa et al., 2019]). The FWHM value changes

from 3tc to 4tc, allowing to estimate tc in limits from FWHM/4 to FWHM/3, whatever the

actual effective electron temperature is.

6.2 Experimental results

Experimental flow Initially we were trying to perform the gate reflectometry mea-

surements on our typical two gate DQD devices, similar to the one used for the qubit

(consult Figure 3.3c). Since the gate reflectometry signal was not reproducible and

too weak, we tried to increase the signal by increasing the already high α. This was

done by removing the native Si oxide before depositing the intentional layer of oxide,

with a decreased thickness (Section 3.3.1). All the other fabrication parameters did

not considerably change, except for the wafer. Three identical samples were fabricated

and measured. Indeed, a better gate reflectometry signal was observed, but still there

was no clear inter-dot charge transition signal which could lead to the qubit implemen-

tation. Tuning towards the qubit regime was prohibited by a limited gate-voltage range

caused by current leakage through the gate oxide for gate voltages in the range of tens

or hundreds of mV. Also there were a lot of background lines, not corresponding to

DQD charge transitions and a lot of noise in the gate reflectometry signal. In order to

reduce the amount of random charges below gate electrodes, which were presumably

the reason for the additional lines and the noise, the etching step was introduced at

the beginning of the DQD fabrication (Section 3.3.1). The idea was to etch away the
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Si cap, together with the HWs and leave only a small non-etched area around the tar-

get HW. The etching recipe was inherited from other group members, without testing,

with the assumption that ”it cannot harm”. With the combination of etching and oxide

reduction, nicely observable DQD inter-dot charge transitions were obtained, with the

best data (sample ”S228 111”) presented below. However, the still very small leak free

gate-voltage range, prohibited the tuning towards the qubit regime. To get a better in-

sight into this problem, samples excluding the etching or the HFA dip (native Si oxide

removal) step or both, were fabricated. Also, different HfO2 oxide ALD recipes were

tried out and the overall findings pointed out the HFA dip as detrimental for the gate-

voltage range. On the other hand, both the etching and the HFA dip proved to increase

the gate reflectometry signal quality.

All in all, the lack of tunability in DQD devices, that showed usable reflectometry sig-

nals, highlighted the necessity of sweeping through a number of fabrication parame-

ters. Different gate oxides and the implementation of more gate electrodes for tuning

the tunnel barriers were tested first. In this direction, several samples with a different

middle gate design and native Al oxide below the main gates were fabricated (Section

3.3.1). A version with the middle gate on top (the representative sample is ”MJ 5 S33”),

showed inter-dot tunnel barrier tunability (consult Figure 3.6), but it was too unstable,

presumably due to the absence of the etching and the HFA dip steps. In parallel to the

sample optimization, superconducting planar coils (inductors), etched out of a 100 nm

thick NbTiN film, were fabricated on the separate chip and bonded instead of the SMD

copper inductors. This increased the quality factor of the reflectometry circuit.

The gate reflectometry data, from the two representative samples, is presented be-

low.
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6.2.1 Sample ”S228 111”

As explained above, in addition to the standard two gate DQD fabrication, the native Si

oxide removal and the etching step were added.

A SEM image of the measured device is shown in Figure 6.2a. The gates are shifted

towards the source S lead due to a slight misalignment during the e-beam fabrication

step. The sample was mounted on the Iron Man, number 2 PCB. G2 was bonded to

the 12 R2 bonding pad, with a 680 nH copper inductor (the inductor configuration at

Iron Man, number 2, at that time, was different then the one listed in Table A.1). From

the resonant frequency of fres = 275.19MHz, a parasitic capacitance of Cp ≈ 0.5 pF

was extracted. The corresponding resonant circuit quality factor was Q ≈ 33. The

gate reflectometry data, shown in Figure 6.2b and d, was measured by the lockin

technique, using the UHFLI, with the reflectometry excitation signal frequency f =

fres = 275.19MHz. The excitation power was set to -30 dBm which translates into

∼ −92 dBm on the resonant circuit. The UHFLI demodulator low-pass filter was set to

a fourth order and the time constant to 30 ms. After setting the gate-voltage point and

waiting for 75 ms, for the low-pass filter to settle down, 2000 samples were recorded

and averaged with a sampling rate of 880 kSa/s, yielding the reflected amplitude and

phase value for each point.

Here the focus is on the origin of the inter-dot transition signal, since this is important

for the qubit readout. Around ε0 = 0, CQ (assuming the adiabatic regime) increases

due to a band curvature of the ground state (either the singlet or a charge state in

a singly occupied DQD), loading thus the resonator and shifting the phase (Equation

6.12, red stripe in Figure 6.2d) and the amplitude (Equation 6.13, blue stripe in the

middle of Figure 6.2b). From the measurements presented above it is not possible

to say if the DQD was singly or doubly occupied. This is so, because, in the case

of B=0 T and for the adiabatic regime the doubly occupied DQD has a singlet ground

state and consequently a similar inter-dot charge transition signal as a singly occupied
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Figure 6.2: SEM image and gate reflectometry data from the sample ”S228 111”. The data pre-

sented here is recorded with B = 0T at the Grandpa Rudolph fridge base temperature of ∼ 30mK. a

SEM image of the DQD device from the ”S228 111” sample, on which all the data presented below is

measured. b and d VG2 versus VG1 stability diagram showing the inter-dot charge transition measured

as the reflected voltage amplitude b and the phase d, with VSD ≈ −50µV . c An adjacent pair of bias

triangles, measured with VSD ≈ 500µV and a dmm integration time of 60 ms. The corresponding bias

triangle pair is much uglier and no gate to dot coupling factors could be extracted, so this one is used

instead, since it is very similar in size. The black dashed line marks the DQD energy detuning direction.

Since the line is perpendicular to the triangle base (does not appear perpendicular because the aspect

ratio of x and y axes is not 1), the corresponding gate to dot coupling factor αdet can be extracted as

αdet = |eVSD|
∆VGdet

≈ 0.9 eV
V , where ∆VGdet is the length of the line. e Plot showing a 2D histogram of the

demodulated reflected signal I and Q components, for the integration time of 10 ms. The lower right blob

corresponds to I and Q distributions for VG1 and VG2 set to the values marked by the black star in b and

d, while the upper left blob corresponds to the green star in b and d. Plot showing the SNR measured

for different integration times.
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Figure 6.3: Magnetic field dependence of the inter-dot phase response a Same charge stability

diagram plot shown in Figure 6.2d, with dashed white lines indicating the approximate dot to lead charge

transitions. (N1, N2)∗ marks an equivalent DQD charge configuration. b Phase vs VG2 and magnetic

field applied perpendicular to the sample plane (B⊥), for VG1 fixed at the dashed green line in a. The

inter-dot phase response vanishes in-between 1 and 1.5 T, probably due to a zero CQ of the T−(1, 1)

state, which became the ground state for this B range. For each (VG2, B) point, 2000 samples were

taken with 880 kSa/s and averaged. The excitation signal power was set to ∼ −92 dBm on the resonant

circuit (-30 dBm at the UHFLI output), f = fres = 275.19MHz, and the 4-th order low-pass filter time

constant was set to 20 ms. c Phase vs detuning taken at the black dashed line in a for B=0 T. The line

has the same direction coefficient as the black dashed line in Figure 6.2c, so the extracted αdet applies

here. The points on the detuning line are calculated as ε0 = αdet(VGdet−VGdet0), where VGdet is the gate

voltage along the line. VGdet0 marks the position of the maximum phase signal and substracting it from

VGdet makes ε0 = 0 when the DQD charge levels align. The FWHM of the shown trace is 132.3µeV . d

Same as b, but with the magnetic field applied in the parallel direction.

To examine this, the magnetic field was swept while continuously taking the line scan,

along the green dashed line in Figure 6.3a. The corresponding phase response versus

VG2 and B scans are shown in Figure 6.3b and d, for the magnetic field direction ap-

plied perpendicular and parallel to the sample plane, respectively. In case the DQD is
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doubly occupied, the increasing magnetic field should push the T−(1, 1) state below the

singlet states, as can be seen in Figure 2.9b, at the bottom. Since the measurement

time, for every VG2 point (50 ms) was much longer than the relaxation time, the DQD

was predominantly in the ground state during the measurement. Increasing magnetic

field increases thus the probability of T−(1, 1) state occupation, therefore lowering the

quantum capacitance. Consequently the inter-dot signal vanished when gµBB became

sizeably larger than tc. Due to the similarity between the inter-dot evolution in Figure

6.3b and the one reported in [Mizuta et al., 2017] (Figure 4.c.), it can be concluded

that the system is in the slow relaxation regime (the excitation frequency f is much

higher than relaxation rates) here and that 0.1 < kBT
2tc

< 1. Therefore, the procedure for

tc extraction, introduced above, can be applied here. From the FWHM of the line cut

shown in Figure 6.3c, the tunnel coupling can be extracted to be 33µeV < tc < 44µeV

or 8GHz < tc < 10.6GHz. This means that the excitation signal frequency, which

is in the hundreds of MHz, is indeed much lower than tc confirming thus the above

already assumed adiabatic regime. To confirm the origin of the vanishing inter-dot

signal, the measurement was repeated, but now with the magnetic field applied in par-

allel to the sample. Due to the large g-factor anisotropy in Ge HWs [Watzinger et al.,

2016], a much smaller in-plane g-factor should result in a proportionally higher value

of the magnetic field for which the inter-dot signal vanishes. This was confirmed by

the data shown in Figure 6.3d, giving thus an additional evidence for the assumed

mechanism.

A commonly used figure of merit of the measurement system is a SNR. Here, it is

extracted according to the procedure reported in [West et al., 2019]. For this the DQD

gate voltages are set to the point at the inter-dot transition, marked with the black star in

Figures 6.2b and d. Each of the 1000 samples of I and Q components of the reflected

signal was averaged during the averaging time. This was repeated for the gate voltages

set to the point away from the inter-dot (green star in Figures 6.2b and d). All other

UHFLI parameters are same as above, apart from the low-pass filter bandwidth, which

was set to 100 kHz here. The histogram of recorded I and Q samples, for the on and
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off the inter-dot cases and for an integration time of 10 ms, is shown in Figure 6.2e.

The difference between the mean value of the blobs in the green and black rectangles

represents the signal while the blob radius correlates with the noise amplitude. The

larger the radius, the higher the noise. The exact formula for the SNR calculation

is:

SNR =
Signal power

Noise power
=

〈ION − IOFF 〉2 + 〈QON −QOFF 〉2

SD[(ION − IOFF )2 + (QON −QOFF )2]
(6.16)

where subscripts ON and OFF stand for IQ components recorded on and off the inter-

dot transition respectively, 〈·〉 symbolizes the average value and SD the standard devi-

ation. The same measurement was performed for an integration time of 10, 20, 50 and

100 ms and the calculated SNRs are plotted in Figure 6.2f.

The same device was remeasured with a NbTiN superconducting planar inductor, in-

stead of the copper one. The Q factor increased to ∼ 230. The excitation signal

amplitude needed to be decreased 10 times in order to avoid power broadening. De-

spite the lower excitation signal amplitude, the amplitude of the reflected signal change

increased, due to the increased sensitivity. The noise slightly increased as well, keep-

ing the SNR approximately the same as in the case with the copper coils. However, it

should be also mentioned that the sample was thermally cycled and rebonded in order

to replace the coil. This changed the sample characteristics, as concluded from the

stability diagrams. Thus it is difficult to compare between the two cool-downs.

Conclusion

To have a sizeable difference between the occupation probabilities of the singlet and

the T−(1, 1) state, and therefore a high enough readout sensitivity (fidelity), the T−(1, 1)

state should be sizeably lower than the singlet state (consult Figure 2.9b, at the bot-

tom), at the qubit readout point (around ε0 = 0). In other words, gµBB − tc should be

sizeably larger than kBT . This occurs for a B field for which the inter-dot signal vanishes

(consult Figure 6.3b). With an expected, out-of-plane, g-factor value of 2-3 in Ge HWs,
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this further implies frequencies of the spin manipulation bursts fMW in tens of GHz,

which is too high. This issue could be addressed with a tc reduction. An independent

tunnel coupling control and thus its reduction, could be achieved with the middle gate

electrode.

6.2.2 Sample ”MJ 5 S33”

To be able to tune the tunnel coupling and therefore reduce the necessary fMW a

middle gate was implemented in the next batch of samples. Apart from this, several

fabrication steps were changed (as described in Section 3.3.1) to try to solve the small

gate range problem occurring in samples like ”S228 111”.
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Figure 6.4: Gate reflectometry data from the sample ”MJ 5 S33” The data presented here is

recorded at the Grandpa Rudolph fridge with a base temperature of ∼ 30mK. a Reflected signal ampli-

tude versus VG1 and VG2 for an inter-dot transition at B = 0T . The middle gate voltage VGm was 3.2V

and VSD ≈ 0. The excitation signal frequency was set to f=122.455 MHz and the power to -107 dBm (-

45 dBm at the UHFLI output). The 4-th order UHFLI demodulator low-pass filter time constant was 1µs.

The ramp amplitude and duration were 3 mV and 1 ms respectively, while one vertical trace consists of

256 averaged scope shots, yielding a single vertical trace duration of 256 ms. The inter-dot in focus is

on the left, while the right feature stems probably from some non-intentional nearby QD, capacitively

coupled to the sensed gate G1. c The same scan as in a, measured as a phase of the reflected signal.

b Phase vs VG2 and B⊥ for the inter-dot line marked with the green dashed line in c. VG1 = −420.58mV ,

VGm = 3.2V and VSD ≈ 0. The other measurement parameters are the same as for a apart from the

ramp amplitude of 1.6 mV, the time constant of 5µs and the 512 averaged scope shots (a single vertical

trace recording time was 512 ms). The inter-dot phase response vanishes for B ≈ 0.7T , presumably

due to T−(1, 1) becoming the ground state of the system, as explained above. d Same as in b but for

the magnetic field applied in the parallel direction.

An example of a middle top gate sample is ”MJ 5 S33”. its layout can be seen in Figure

3.6a, while the stability diagram, showing a clear pattern of bias triangles can be seen

in Figure 3.6b. Fabrication details can be found in Section 3. The particular fabrication

steps that distinguish the top middle gate samples is described in Section 3.3.1.
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The gate G1 was bonded to the resonant circuit consisting of two square NbTiN coils

connected in series and Cp. One coil was made out of 20 and another out of 40

turns having a turn width and a turn separation both equal to 1µm. They had a 460

and 570µm outer diameter, with the inductances equal to ∼ 400 nH and ∼1600 nH

respectively1. From the calculated total inductance of L≈2000 nH and the measured

resonant frequency of fres = 121.5MHz, the parasitic capacitance is estimated to

be Cp ≈ 0.86 pF . The Q factor is ∼240. The measurements shown in Figure 6.4

are performed in a so called ramping mode, explained in the following. A static VG2

was generated with the IVVI DAC. The AWG generated voltage ramp, with a 1 ms

period, was superimposed to the DC VG2 value via the PCB bias tee. A consequential

reflected wave response was acquired by sampling the UHFLI demodulated phase

and amplitude with the UHFLI scope. The acquisition started with the high level of the

trigger generated by the AWG at the begining of every ramp and lasted for the ramp

duration time (1 ms). The acquired gate reflectometry response, corresponding to a

single ramp is called a scope shot. A few hundred of scope shots were sequentially

measured and averaged. After this, VG1 was set to a new value and the process was

repeated yielding thus the next vertical trace. The UHFLI demodulator low-pass filter

time constant (bandwidth) was set to a much smaller (higher) value than the ramp

period (frequency), to avoid distortions in the measured signal. Meanwhile, the scope

sampling rate was set to a value several times higher than the low-pass filter bandwidth

to avoid aliasing. For the measurements shown in Figure 6.4, the sampling rate was

set to 7.03 MHz yielding 7030 samples per 1 ms long scope shot. Additionally, every

20 adjacent points were averaged, resulting in 351 points in the vertical line traces in

the above shown graphs.

A zero magnetic field gate reflectometry measurement of a representative inter-dot

transition is shown in Figure 6.4a and c, measured in amplitude and phase, respec-

tively. In both graphs, on the left, apart from the inter-dot transition, a lead to QD1 tran-

sition is visible as well. Also, another vertical feature appears around VG2 = −419.0mV .

1http://www.circuits.dk/calculator_planar_coil_inductor.htm

http://www.circuits.dk/calculator_planar_coil_inductor.htm
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This is probably due to an unwanted QD formed nearby and capacitively coupled to G2.

The applied signal power is lower compared to the experiment shown in Figure 6.2, but

still the change between the signal minimum and maximum levels is larger here. This is

mainly due to the superconducting inductors, even if α1 ≈ α2 ≈ 0.4 eV
V

(measured from

the bias triangle in a gate voltage area nearby) is smaller here. One can notice that

the inter-dot phase response, in Figure 6.4b, vanishes at smaller magnetic field val-

ues than in Figure 6.3b. Assuming similar g-factors, this implies that a smaller tunnel

coupling was achieved when applying a large positive middle gate voltage here. The

smaller FWHM of the inter-dot phase response (∼ 90µeV ) yields indeed a smaller tc

(23µeV < tc < 30µeV or 5.6GHz < tc < 7.2GHz) then extracted for ”S228 111”. The

non vanishing inter-dot response in the control measurement in Figure 6.4d, supports

the interpretation of a doubly occupied DQD in magnetic field.

In general this sample was very unstable, probably due to a random charge movements

in the volume next to the DQD. The charge dynamics can be split into a faster one and

a slower one. The faster one moves on a timescale which is faster than the duration

of a single vertical trace in Figure 6.4b and d, causing a bluring effect. The slower

one is characterized by a sudden charge movement followed by a steady state during

several vertical line traces, causing a shifting effect. This instability prohibited tuning

this device towards the qubit regime, despite the fact that smaller tunnel couplings were

reached.
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7 Conclusions

In order to perform low temperature transport measurements, reported in this thesis,

we needed to develop a few parts of the used cryogenic setup. In addition to pre-

installed DC lines, we equipped the probe (Section 4.1.1) with attenuated HF lines to

control the dynamic properties of the measured samples. The DC lines were low-pass

filtered and the HF lines attenuated, at different temperature stages, reducing thus the

electron temperature to as low as 100 mK, at the sample stage. The measured samples

(Si chips) were glued on the developed PCB sample holder and mounted at the bottom

of the probe. The PCB served as a mechanical and electrical connection platform,

precisely guiding the signals brought down by DC and HF lines, allowing thus to pin

point each sample electrode by wire bonding. its design constraints were the uniformity

of the HF lines (50 Ω matching), low crosstalk between the HF lines themselves and

towards the DC lines, sensitive reflectometry readout and the compatibility with a wide

range of samples and experiments. Since a sensitive reflectometry favours lower stray

capacitance while lower cross talk prefers the opposite, the optimization route finished

in two different PCB versions. The first one called ”Iron Man” has a smaller stray

capacitance while the other one called ”Iron Kid” has a lower cross-talk and generally

it is a bit better since it was designed as a second one.

Both of them consist of six copper layers, guiding 24 DC, 6 fast gate and 4 reflectometry

HF lines. DC lines are additionally low-pass filtered to the kHz range with a single stage

RC low-pass filters soldered on the top and bottom layers.
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The PCB, together with the whole setup, was then used to perform transport and spin

manipulation experiments on Ge HW DQDs, located on 6x6mm2 Si chips. Prior to the

measurement, the chip surface was imaged with the SEM. This allowed to target and

contact single HWs by means of e-beam writing and metal evaporation techniques.

By applying the waveforms showed in Section 5, guided through the PCB HF lines,

we demonstrated the two axis control of a single hole spin qubit, confined in a two

gate Ge HW DQD. Very short manipulation times, reaching 3.5 ns for the π rotation,

were observed. Fully electrical and very high manipulation frequencies were enabled

by the intrinsically strong spin orbit coupling in Ge. In spite of the hole state charac-

ter being predominantly heavy hole like, a relatively short average dephasing time of

130 ns was measured. Since this is the first qubit demonstration in Ge HWs, more

experiments are needed in order to build the general knowledge about this, so far,

non investigated system. In the first place to determine the exact spin rotation mecha-

nism, to understand better the electric dipole spin resonance lines in Figures 5.3 and

5.4 and to investigate the mechanisms that limit the coherence. These experiments

(e.g. Carl-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill experiment) require manipulation periods by far longer

than 400 ns, which was the maximum duration for which a current signal could be still

observed during the qubit experiment. Thus, a more sensitive readout mechanism is

needed.

Due to high gate to dot coupling factors in Ge HWs, we decided to integrate a DQD

gate into the resonant circuit for a gate reflectometry readout. From the inter-dot scans

with increasing magnetic field, singlet and triplet states were distinguished, demon-

strating spin sensing. The extracted integration time of tint ≈ 2ms, for SNR = 1, is

only slightly higher then the one reported in [West et al., 2019] in spite of having a

10 times higher signal, in the performed experiment. By implementing higher Q factor

superconducting inductors, the measured signal increased even more, but the SNR

stayed approximately the same, suggesting thus the sample as the main noise source.

A few fabrication strategies have been tested with the goal of measuring the qubit with

gate reflectometry. The output of the first one, including the native Si oxide removal
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and etching steps, was a better sample stability, but a lower tuning range. The other

one, with the addition of the middle gate, resulted in a larger tuning range but suffered

from increased noise and instability, prohibiting thus to reach the qubit regime. In the

future, the combination of a new wafer and etching techniques might allow to achieve

both good stability and a large tuning range. Apart from the sample optimization, there

is still room for improvement in terms of matching between Reff and Z0 = 50 Ω and

therefore boosting the sensitivity in Equation 6.10. Such a matching could be achieved

with millikelvin compatible varactors or precisely designed fixed capacitors. Also, cir-

culators, in order to reduce the cryogenic amplifier back-action and an amplifier with a

better noise figure (like JPA or SQUID) could be installed to increase the signal even

further.

In addition to supporting a sensitive and scalability friendly gate reflectometry read-

out, the combination of large α factors and the strong spin-orbit coupling, in Ge HWs,

should allow good coupling to superconducting resonators, enabling thus a long dis-

tance spin to spin coupling. Furthermore, the possibility of pre-patterned growth of

HW arrays [Gao et al., 2020], could bring a two-qubit gate implementation based on

nearest neighbour coupling and scale-up schemes, closer to reality.

All in all, by demonstrating the possibility to host a single qubit and offering promising

ways towards two-qubit gates and coupling to superconductors, holes confined in Ge

HWs might be a good candidate for scalable spin qubits.
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A Appendix 1

A.1 PCB elements

A.1.1 PCB components

Resistors By comparing their characteristics at room temperature and at the fridge

base temperature (approximately 30 mK) we found out that the resistance of this resis-

tors do not change, so they are fine to use:

• 1 kΩ RR0816P-102-B-T5

• 10 kΩ MMU01020C1002FB300

• 1.8 MΩ MMU01020C1804FB300

It turned out that checking PCB components at 4 K is not good enough, they really need

to be checked at the fridge base temperature. For example, 10 kΩ RG1005P-103-B-T5

resistors were turning superconductive below 1 K. This caused us quite some problems

and it took a while until we figured it out. The resistors we use the most are the 10 kΩ

and the 1.8 MΩ from Vishay. They are of MELF (Metal Electrode Leadless Face) type

and therefore have better long term stability, reliability and resistance to temperature

cycling, in comparison to the standard SMD resistors. Apart from the checked ones

we also use other components without checking them, but they come from the same
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family, for example:

• R=510 kΩ(MMU01020C5100FB300)

• R=2 MΩ (MMU01020C2004FB300) from Vishay.

Capacitors The same test we performed also for a few different capacitors and found

out that 10 nF C0805X103J5GACAUTO from Kemet does not change behavior be-

tween room and base temperature. its dielectric is of C0G (NP0) type and therefore

has a very small temperature coefficient. The negative side of the C0G ceramic is its

low capacitance density, thus higher values than 10 nF in the 0805 casing could not be

found. Therefore, for higher capacitance we have chosen 220 nF VJ0805Y224KCXAJ

with X7R dielectric. Such a dielectric allows a much higher capacitance for the same

dimensions, but according to [Lamb et al., 2016] the capacitance drops by around 50%

at liqiud nitrogen temperature, while the equivalent series resistance stays approxi-

mately the same. Consequently for a 220 nF room temperature capacitance, we can

still expect a value considerably higher than 10 nF at low temperature. Similarly like for

resistors, we use the following non tested capacitors:

• C=1.5 nF from Kemet (C0805X152J5GACAUTO)

• C=220 pF from Kemet (C0805X221J1GACAUTO)

An important parameter of a capacitor is also its self resonant frequency (SRF), es-

pecially in the case of decoupling capacitors for high-frequency signals, used on Iron

Kid PCB. The decoupling capacitors should maintain a low impedance from MHz (con-

trol pulses) up to GHz (spin manipulation bursts). Since the capacitive reactance is

Xc = 1
j2πfC

, where f is the frequency, for achieving a low impedance at low frequencies

the capacitance value needs to be high enough. For maintaing a low impedance at

GHz frequencies the self-resonant frequency should be high as well, because above

the self-resonant frequency the capacitor behaves as an inductor. Since high value

capacitors typically have low SRF1, a compromise was made and 220 pF capacitors

1http://ksim.kemet.com/Ceramic/CeramicCapSelection.aspx

http://ksim.kemet.com/Ceramic/CeramicCapSelection.aspx
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are chosen for typical decoupling capacitors.

Inductors Choosing a proper inductor is important for the reflectometry sensitivity.

An inductor should have as high as possible SRF (as further away as possible from

the operating frequency) and a high quality factor (Q factor). There are two types

of inductors used regularly in the community. Those are, already mentioned, copper

SMD inductors and planar superconducting inductors. Regarding the SMD version,

the inductors with an inductance value in between 100 and 1200 nH satisfy best the

criteria amongst the ones offered on the market. The common parameter of all used

SMD inductors is a non-ferrite ceramic core because of high magnetic fields required

in spin qubit experiments. In addition losses in ferrites reduce the Q factor. So, here

we typically used SMD inductors from the Coilcraft 1206CS series, with values ranging

from 180 to 1200 nH. The 1206CS series seem to have a good balance between a high

enough inductance value while having still a high Q factor and SRF in comparison to

other inductors from Coilcraft. It is worth noting that still better inductors might exist,

like those in the Coilcraft 0805HP series which have up to 10% higher Q factors and

SRFs, according to the datasheet. In general, off-the-shelf SMD inductors in such an

inductance range have Q factors limited to below 100, so to go towards higher Q factors

we needed to switch to superconducting inductors anyhow.

Figure A.1: Optical microscope image of a square coil. It consists of 20 windings, each of them 5µm

in width and separated by 5µm from each other. This is one out of eight coils on the chip glued at the

bottom of the Iron Kid PCB shown in Figure 4.12b.
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Since their resistance vanishes below the critical temperature, superconducting induc-

tors offer better quality factors. Because they are not off-the-shelf components we

fabricated them as planar chip coils. Fabrication is done by etching the electron beam

lithography defined space in between the coil windings, out of the 100 nm thick NbTiN

film deposited on the Si chip. The example of a fabricated inductor can be seen in Fig-

ure A.1. The reason of using the NbTiN, for the coil material, is its high magnetic field

resiliance required for spin experiments. We measured a higher than 2 T magnetic field

resiliance for out-of-plane fields, at the fridge base temperature, for such a coil.

We also measured the loaded Q factor of a reflectometry circuit with the NbTiN and

SMD inductors and found that the Q factor increases 2 to 10 times with the NbTiN

ones. As this was one of the first fabricated chips, there is still a room for improvement

regarding the optimization of the NbTiN coil fabrication recipe. The parameters that

could be altered are the coil shapes (e.g a circle instead of a square), line width and the

separation between windings. Also, etching Si in between the windings or suspending

the whole coil in the air in order to reduce the amount of electric field in Si, which is

more lossy than the vacuum, might be considered.

SMP connectors Those are ”thread free”, >20 GHz connectors, which even allow a

slight radial misalignment to the female counterparts mounted on the PCB. In combina-

tion with a smaller footprint size they are much better for limited space then bulky SMA

connectors. The SMD version of such a connector saves PCB space on layers beneath

it in comparison to its trough hole pin version. But the maximum amount of the disen-

gagement force is then limited by the integrity of the copper PCB layer the connector

is mounted on. We have chosen the SMD version with the minimum disengagement

force of 2.2 N (19S141-40ML5).
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A.1.2 RC filters

To decrease the noise bandwidth to the minimum, as the final filter in a series of low-

pass filters from Figure 4.5 we use single or double stage RC filters implemented on

the PCB (Figures 4.9 4.10 4.12). Their schematics can be seen at A.2. Important

filter parameters are the cutoff (single stage) or the corner (double stage) frequency fc

and the time constant τ . fc determines the equivalent noise bandwidth while the time

constant determines the settling time as 3τ . Regrading the experiment, this amount of

time is necessary to wait between the voltage set point and the measurement point.

At the single stage RC cutoff frequency fc = 1
2πRC

the output gets attenuated by 3 dB

or
√

2 times. The double stage filter attenuation at fc = 1
2π
√
R1C1R2C2

is larger and

for the identical filter stages as in Figure A.2 it is -6 dB or 2 times. To extract the

3 dB cutoff frequency of the two stage RC filter, one can use an online calculator 2.

The time constant of the single stage filter is τ = RC while for the two stage one it is

τ = R1C1+R2C2+R2C1. At Figure A.3a the normalized amplitude versus the frequency

response of both filters can be seen. For the same R and C values the two stage filter

has two times steeper slope after the cutoff resulting in the narrower noise equivalent

bandwidth, reducing thus the noise on its output. But, its transient response is also

slower and in the example in Figure A.3b its τ is three times larger than the τ of the

single stage one.

C1

R1

C2

R2
VIN VOUT

C

R
VIN VOUT

Figure A.2: RC filter schematic. The schematic of a single stage RC filter is shown on the left, while

the schematic of a double stage one is shown on the right.

2http://sim.okawa-denshi.jp/en/CRCRkeisan.htm

http://sim.okawa-denshi.jp/en/CRCRkeisan.htm
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a) b)

Figure A.3: Simulation of the single (blue) and the double stage (orange) RC filters. Such a filter is

used on Iron Kid shown at Figure 4.12 and on Shrek shown at Figure 4.9, respectively. For both filters

R=10 kΩ and C=10 nF is set. The normalized amplitude vs the frequency response, with 3 dB cutoff at

1.6 kHz for the single stage filter and 580 Hz for the double stage filter is shown in a. Transient response

of the filter output to the 1 V step on the filter input is shown in b. The characteristic time needed for the

Vout to reach 63% of the Vin is called time constant and it is 100µs for the single stage and 300µs for

the double stage filter.

a) b)

Figure A.4: Plot showing the measured normalized amplitude versus the frequency response of

the single stage RC filter. Filter components are R=10 kΩ (MMU01020C1002FB300) and C=10 nF

(C0805X103J5GACAUTO) as used on the Iron Kid PCB shown in Figure 4.12. The full amplitude vs

frequency response, until 100 MHz, is shown in a, while b shows the zoom in until 30 kHz. The filter was

mounted on another PCB. It was measured at the fridge base temperature with and without a magnetic

field, using the UHFLI. The magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the PCB plane.

We also measured a few different RC filter configurations at the fridge base temper-

ature. Figure A.4 shows the measured normalized amplitude versus the frequency
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response of the commonly used filter. The good message is that the filter performs

as expected also at 50 mK and under 1 T of magnetic field, at least until 1 MHz. At

Figure A.4a it can be seen that the RC filter losses its filtering behaviour already at

ft ≈ 1MHz. Since the lowest fc of other filters in the probe filter chain, is 80 MHz,

this results in an elevated noise transmission in the band from 1 to 80 MHz. A possible

solution of this problem is to insert an additional RC filters, with fc < 1MHz below the

LC filters in the probe. In Figure A.4b can be seen that fc is slightly lower in comparison

to the simulated case shown in Figure A.3a, but this is negligible.

A.1.3 Bias tee

A bias tee merges a DC voltage with a HF signal by behaving as a low-pass filter

from the DC side and as a high pass filter from the HF side. Both a basic bias tee

schematic and the real one used on our PCBs can be seen in Figure A.5. An important

bias tee parameter is its RC constant τ , which for the basic case equals to τ = RC.

From the HF input we want it to be as long as possible, to minimize the voltage pulse

distortion. For example, in order to pass a square voltage pulse with 1 ms duration,

without distortion, an RC constant of at least 10 ms is required. To achieve a large

τ , as can be seen in Table A.1, for fast gate bias tee we used large resistances. In

spite of the large bias tee resistance, the applied DC voltage is still fully present at

the gate electrode due to an infinite DC resistance of the gate electrode. Another

requirement for bias tee, regarding the fast gates, is a good transmission for the spin

control GHz frequencies, as well. Regarding the reflectometry, it does not require long

pulses therefore the corresponding τ can be shorter. From the DC input, shorter τ

increases the measurement speed, similar as in the RC filter case. An example of both

the reflectometry and the fast gate bias tee can be seen in Figure 4.10.

Due to an unknown electrical representation of the filters and the value Zp in Figure A.5

the real bias tee schematic gets complicated. The experiments in Figure A.6, however,

indicate the proper functionality of the used bias tee. The fact that the upper scans
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contain two identical, not distorted triangles, indicates that the bias tee passes the 2µs

long pulse, without distortion. Additionally, measurements on another sample indicated

that a pulse with a 100µs duration was not distorted as well. The smeared left triangle,

on the lower measurement, indicates that the GHz wave is passing as well through the

bias tee.

CRC

RRC

C

R

VIN RF VOUT

Filters

VIN DC

RC filter

Bias tee

ZP

C

R

VIN RF VOUT

C

R

VOUT

VIN DC

50ΩZP

Figure A.5: Bias tee schematic. A simple bias tee schematic is shown on the left. The top left

schematic shows that it behaves as a low-pass filter for the DC input and the bottom left schematic that

it represents a high pass for the HF input. Schematic of the real bias tee circuit on the PCB is shown

on the right. The output of the RC filter is connected to the bias tee DC input, altering thus the circuit

topology and the bias tee parameters. Also, the electrical representation of the low-pass filters is not

exactly known which complicates the real bias tee schematic even more. Zp is the impedance of the

instrument port the fast gate is connected to. It is typically 50 Ω, but other values are possible as well.
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400 mV -100 mV
0 us 
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Figure A.6: Confirmation of the proper bias tee functionality. Zoom-in to the stability diagram of a

DQD device. The measurements are performed in the Grandpa Rudolph fridge, at base temperature,

with the DQD device bonded to an Iron Man PCB with the fast gate bias tee elements R=1.8 MΩ and

C=10 nF. An AWG pulse, with the amplitude, on the AWG output, stated in the figure, was applied

continuously during the measurement, but only one period is shown here. Since the bias tee, due to the

capacitor connected in series, blocks the DC component of the signal at the HF input, heating up of the

fridge takes place, in case of a non-zero DC component of the signal. Thus, the mean value was set to

zero here, not to warm up the fridge. Due to the applied pulse at the gate 4, the triangle split in both (up

and down) scans. The left triangle is fainter because the corresponding part of the pulse was shorter.

On the lower scan, the left triangle also smears, due to applied MW burst of 5 GHz, with a power of

2 dBm at the VSG output.
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PCB name PCB number RC filter Fast gate bias tee Reflectometry bias tee
Decoupling resistors or

coupling capacitors
Matching circuit

Shrek not marked
R=10 kΩ (MMU01020C1002FB300), C=10 nF (C0805X103J5GACAUTO)

fc ≈ 1.6 kHz, τ = 100µs

Iron Man PCB 2
R=1 kΩ (RR0816P-102-B-T5), C=10 nF

fc ≈ 16 kHz, τ = 10µs

R=1.8 MΩ (MMU01020C1804FB300), C=10 nF

τ = 18µs

R=10 kΩ, C=10 nF

τ = 100µs
R=1 kΩ

06 R1: 390 nH, fres=427 MHz, Cp=356 fF

12 R2: 560 nH, fres=342 MHz, Cp=387 fF

18 R3: 820 nH, fres=280 MHz, Cp=394 fF

24 R4: 1200 nH, fres=224 MHz, Cp=421 fF

Iron Kid PCB 2
R=10 kΩ, C=10 nF

fc ≈ 1.6 kHz, τ = 100µs

R=1.8 MΩ, C=10 nF

τ = 18 ms

R=510 kΩ (MMU01020C5103FB300), C=1.5 nF (C0805X152J5GACAUTO)

τ =765µs
C=10 nF

NbTiN

planar inductors

Iron Kid PCB 4
R=10 kΩ, C=220 nF (VJ0805Y224KCXAJ)

fc ≈ 70Hz, τ = 2.2µs

R=2 MΩ (MMU01020C2004FB300), C=10 nF

τ = 20 ms

R=10 kΩ, C=10 nF

τ = 100µs
C=220 pF (C0805X221J1GACAUTO)

No inductors

mounted

Iron Kid PCB 5
R=10 kΩ, C=220 nF

fc ≈ 70Hz, τ = 2.2µs

R=2 MΩ, C=10 nF

τ = 20 ms

R=10 kΩ, C=10 nF

τ = 100µs
C=220 fF

06 R1: 390 nH, fres=404 MHz, Cp=398 fF

12 R2: 560 nH, fres=324 MHz, Cp=431 fF

18 R3: 820 nH, fres=267 MHz, Cp=433 fF

24 R4: 1200 nH, fres=229 MHz, Cp=403 fF

Table A.1: Values of PCB components mounted on PCBs discussed in this thesis. The component values, fc and τ given here are the

room temperature values. The inductors are taken from the Coilcraft designer kit 994-C320.
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A.2 Python code

A.2.1 Spin dynamics experiment simulation

The code below uses the QuTiP (Quantum Toolbox in Python) package in Python for

simulating spin dynamics experiments and for the generation of Bloch sphere illustra-

tions and state probability evolutions in the corresponding figures. The initial version,

written by Daniel Jirovec, is adapted for the requirements of this thesis. How to install

the QuTiP package in Python and the documentation of all of its functions, used below,

can be found in the package documentation3.

Rabi

1 from q u t i p import ∗

2 from sc ipy import ∗

3 import numpy as np

4 import m a t p l o t l i b . pyp lo t as p l t

5

6

7 # State e v o l u t i o n dur ing the Rabi experiment

8 # Assumed i s the case i n which sp in can be ro ta ted around any vector , which d i r e c t i o n and ampl i tude are set

9 # by the r o t a t i o n f requenc ies i n x , y and z d i r e c t i o n s

10

11 down = basis (2 ,1 ) # I n i t i a l s t a t e i s the sp in down s ta t e

12

13 # Creat ing the Bloch sphere and s e t t i n g i t ’ s fea tu res to the wanted ones

14 b = Bloch ( )

15 b . f i g s i z e = [ 2 , 2 ]

16 b . view = [−40 ,30]

17

18 # A l i s t o f co lo rs to cyc le through f o r po in t s and vec to rs such t h a t r o t a t i o n vec to r co lo rs

19 # match the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y co l o r

20 b . p o i n t c o l o r = [ ’ #647464 f f ’ , ’ g ’ , ’ k ’ , ’ c ’ ]

21 b . v e c t o r c o l o r = [ ’ #647464 f f ’ , ’ b ’ , ’ r ’ , ’m ’ ]

22

23 b . po in t marker = [ ’ o ’ ]

24 b . f rame width = 0.5

25 b . f rame alpha = 0.12

26 b . sphere alpha = 0.07

27 b . f o n t s i z e = 15

28 b . vec to r w id th = 2

29 b . p o i n t s i z e = [5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ]

30 b . c l e a r ( )

31

3http://qutip.org/docs/latest/installation.html

http://qutip.org/docs/latest/installation.html
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32 # Se t t i ng the r o t a t i o n frequency

33 f1x = 50e6 # Rota t ion frequency around x−axis , i n Hz

34 f1y = 0 # Rota t ion frequency around y−axis , i n Hz

35 f d e t = 50e6 # Rota t ion frequency around z−ax is due to detu ing between Larmor and the re ference frequency , i n Hz

36 f normal = 50e6 # Normal iza t ion frequency , i n Hz

37 # The r o t a t i o n vec to r o f such a frequency w i l l appear as a u n i t vec to r on the Blochh sphere

38

39 t ime xz = 5 # i n ns , on ly i n t e g e r values

40 t a u b u r s t = np . arange (2 ,25 ,1 ) # A l i s t o f wa i t i ng t imes i n nanoseconds

41

42

43 Z comp points = l i s t ( )

44 for j , tb in enumerate ( t a u b u r s t ) :

45 r e t u r n e d s t u f f = Rab( f1x , f1y , f de t , b , down , tb , f norma l )

46 z = r e t u r n e d s t u f f [ 2 ]

47 b . add sta tes (down) # Add the i n i t i a l s t a t e to the Blochsphere

48 b . save (name = ’Rab\ b l o c h t b u r s t%d . svg ’%j , d i r c = ’Rab ’ )

49 Z comp points . append ( z ) # Z−component values o f the f i n a l s t a te t r a j e c t o r y , f o r p l o t t i n g l a t e r on

50

51

52

53 # Rab experiment ( i n RWA)

54 def Rab( f1x , f1y , f de t , blochsphere , s ta te , tau burs t , f norma l= 50e6 ) :

55 ’ ’ ’

56 Funct ion f o r c a l c u l a t i n g the s ta te e vo l u t i o n dur ing the Rabi experiment and represen t ing i t on the Bloch sphere .

57 The d e t a i l s o f used fu n c t i o n s can be f i n d i n the manual o f the QuTiP package , a v a i l a b l e on l i ne .

58

59 Inpu ts :

60 f1x : f l o a t type

61 The r o t a t i o n frequency around x−ax is

62 f1y : f l o a t type

63 The r o t a t i o n frequency around y−ax is

64 f d e t : f l o a t type

65 The r o t a t i o n frequency around z−ax is due to detuning between Larmor and the re ference frequency , i n Hz

66 blochsphere : qu t i p . bloch . Bloch type

67 The Bloch sphere ins tance

68 s ta t e : qu t i p . qobj . Qobj type

69 The i n i t i a l s t a t e

70 t a u b u r s t : i n t type

71 Durat ion o f the burs t i n nanoseconds

72 f no rma l : f l o a t type

73 Normal iza t ion frequency

74 Vector o f t h i s frequency w i l l appear as the u n i t vec to r i n the Bloch sphere

75 ’ ’ ’

76

77 t = np . l i nspace (0 ,1 , t a u b u r s t ) # F u l l t ime ar ray i n nanoseconds

78

79 # Swi tch ing to the r a d i a l f requency

80 # Factor 1e−9 i s because of nanoseconds

81 w1x = 2∗np . p i∗ f1x∗1e−9

82 w1y = 2∗np . p i∗ f1y∗1e−9

83 w det = 2∗np . p i∗ f d e t∗1e−9

84 w normal = f norma l∗2∗np . p i∗1e−9

85

86 po in t s = [ ]

87 blochsphere . c l ea r ( )

88 # Going through the t ime ar ray and c a l c u l a t i n g the new s ta t e f o r every nanosecond

89 for i in range ( 1 , ( len ( t ) + 2 ) ) :

90 # Get t ing the x , y and z components o f a s ta t e

91 ex = expect ( sigmax ( ) , s t a t e )
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92 ey = expect ( sigmay ( ) , s t a t e )

93 ez = expect ( sigmaz ( ) , s t a t e )

94 po in t s . append ( [ ex , ey , ez ] ) # Sto r ing t h i s components as the s ta t e po in t coord ina tes

95

96 wx = w1x

97 wy = w1y

98 wz = w det

99

100 i f i == len ( t )+1 : # At the end of the burs t

101 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

102 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s ) . T ) # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

103 blochsphere . add sta tes ( s ta t e ) # Add the f i n a l s t a te to the BLoch sphere a t the l a s t passage through the loop

104

105

106 # The next s t a te ( a f t e r one nanosecod ) i s ca l cu la ted as a m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f the corresponding r o t a t i o n opera tor

107 # and the prev ious s ta te

108 s t a t e = ( ( np . cos (wx/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wx/2)∗ sigmax ( ) )

109 ∗(np . cos (wy/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wy/2)∗ sigmay ( ) )

110 ∗(np . cos (wz/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wz/2)∗ sigmaz ( ) ) )∗ s ta t e

111

112

113 return s ta te , blochsphere , po in t s [−1] [2 ]

Two axis qubit manipulation

1 from q u t i p import ∗

2 from sc ipy import ∗

3 import numpy as np

4 import m a t p l o t l i b . pyp lo t as p l t

5 cd somwhere # This l i n e w i l l r a i se an e r r o r not to f o r g e t to p o s i t i o n to a wanted output f o l d e r

6

7

8 # State e v o l u t i o n dur ing the Two−axes experiment

9 # Assumed i s the resonant case where the burs t f requency matches the Larmor frequency , so the frame i s s t a t i c i n RWA

10

11 down = basis (2 ,1 ) # I n i t i a l s t a t e i s the sp in down s ta t e

12

13 # Creat ing the Bloch sphere and s e t t i n g i t ’ s fea tu res to the wanted ones

14 b = Bloch ( )

15 b . f i g s i z e = [ 2 , 2 ]

16 b . view = [−40 ,30]

17

18 # A l i s t o f co lo rs to cyc le through f o r po in t s and vec to rs such t h a t r o t a t i o n vec to r co lo rs

19 # match the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y co l o r

20 b . p o i n t c o l o r = [ ’ y ’ , ’ r ’ ]

21 b . v e c t o r c o l o r = [ ’ y ’ , ’ r ’ , ’ g ’ , ’ b ’ ]

22

23 b . po in t marker = [ ’ o ’ ]

24 b . f rame width = 0.5

25 b . f rame alpha = 0.12

26 b . sphere alpha = 0.07

27 b . f o n t s i z e = 15

28 b . vec to r w id th = 2

29 b . p o i n t s i z e = [5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ]

30 b . c l e a r ( )

31 # Se t t i ng the r o t a t i o n frequency

32 f1 = 50e6 # i n Hz

33 f normal = 50e6 # Normal iza t ion frequency
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34 # The r o t a t i o n vec to r o f such a frequency w i l l appear as a u n i t vec to r on the Bloch hsphere

35

36 t ime xy = 5 # i n ns , on ly i n t e g e r values

37 t a u w a i t = 10 # i n ns , on ly i n t e g e r values

38

39

40 p h i a r r a y = np . l i nspace (0 ,2∗np . pi , 17 )

41 Z comp points = l i s t ( )

42 for j , p in enumerate ( p h i a r r a y ) :

43 r e t u r n e d s t u f f = Two axes ( f1 , b , down , t ime xy , tau wa i t , ph i = p , f norma l = f normal )

44 z = r e t u r n e d s t u f f [ 2 ]

45 b . add sta tes (down) # Add the i n i t i a l s t a t e to the Blochsphere

46 b . save (name = ’ Two axes2\ b l o c h p h i %d . png ’%j , d i r c = ’ Two axes ’ ) # Save the bloch spehre i l l u s t r a t i o n

47 # I t can be saved i n a d i f f e r e n t format by adding

48 # d i f f e r e n t extens ion . E . g . . svg would save i t

49 # i n the svg format

50 Z comp points . append ( z ) # Z−component values o f the f i n a l s t a te t r a j e c t o r y , f o r p l o t t i n g l a t e r on

51

52

53

54

55 # Two axes qu b i t r o t a t i o n experiment ( i n RWA)

56 def Two axes ( f1 , blochsphere , s ta te , t ime xy , tau wa i t , ph i = 0 , f norma l = 50e6 ) :

57 ’ ’ ’

58 Funct ion f o r c a l c u l a t i n g the s ta te ev o l u t i o n dur ing the Two axes qu b i t experiment and represen t ing i t on the Bloch sphere .

59 The d e t a i l s o f used fu n c t i o n s can be f i n d i n the manual o f the QuTiP package , a v a i l a b l e on l i ne .

60

61 Inpu ts :

62 f1 : f l o a t type

63 The r o a t i o n frequency

64 blochsphere : qu t i p . bloch . Bloch type

65 The Bloch sphere ins tance

66 s ta t e : qu t i p . qobj . Qobj type

67 The i n i t i a l s t a t e

68 t ime xy : i n t type

69 Durat ion o f both burs ts i n nanoseconds

70 t a u w a i t : i n t type

71 Durat ion o f the wa i t i ng t ime i n nanoseconds

72 phi : f l o a t type

73 Phase of the second burs t i n rad ians

74 f no rma l : f l o a t type

75 Normal iza t ion frequency

76 Vector o f t h i s frequency w i l l appear as the u n i t vec to r i n the Bloch sphere

77 ’ ’ ’

78

79 t = np . l i nspace (0 ,1 , ( i n t ( t ime xy )+ i n t ( t a u w a i t )+ i n t ( t ime xy ) ) ) # F u l l t ime ar ray i n nanoseconds

80 # Swi tch ing to the r a d i a l f requency

81 # Factor 1e−9 i s because of nanoseconds

82 w1 = 2∗np . p i∗ f1∗1e−9

83 w normal = f norma l∗2∗np . p i∗1e−9

84

85 po in t s = [ ]

86 blochsphere . c l ea r ( )

87 # Going through the t ime ar ray and c a l c u l a t i n g the new s ta t e f o r every nanosecond

88 for i in range ( 1 , ( len ( t ) + 2 ) ) :

89

90 # Get t ing the x , y and z components o f a s ta t e

91 ex = expect ( sigmax ( ) , s t a t e )

92 ey = expect ( sigmay ( ) , s t a t e )

93 ez = expect ( sigmaz ( ) , s t a t e )
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94 po in t s . append ( [ ex , ey , ez ] ) # Sto r ing t h i s components as the s ta t e po in t coord ina tes

95

96

97 # During the f i r s t bu rs t the r o t a t i o n i s on ly along the x−ax is

98 i f i<=t ime xy :

99 wx = w1

100 wy = 0

101 wz = 0

102 i f i == t ime xy : # At the end of the burs t

103 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

104 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s ) . T ) # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

105

106 # During the wa i t i ng t ime there i s no r o t a t i o n

107 e l i f ( i>t ime xy and i<=(t ime xy+ t a u w a i t ) ) :

108 wx = 0

109 wy = 0

110 wz = 0

111

112 # During the second burs t the r o t a t i o n ax is i s determined by the angle ph i

113 e l i f i>(t ime xy+ t a u w a i t ) :

114 wx = np . cos ( ph i )∗w1

115 wy = np . s in ( ph i )∗w1

116 wz = 0

117 i f i == len ( t )+1 :

118 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

119 # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

120 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s [ ( ( t ime xy+ t a u w a i t ) + 1 ) : ] ) . T )

121

122 i f i == len ( t )+1 :

123 blochsphere . add sta tes ( s ta t e ) # Add the f i n a l s t a te to the BLoch sphere a t the l a s t passage through the loop

124

125 # The next s t a te ( a f t e r one nanosecod ) i s ca l cu la ted as the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f the corresponding r o t a t i o n opera tor

126 # and the prev ious s ta te

127 s t a t e = ( ( np . cos (wx/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wx/2)∗ sigmax ( ) )

128 ∗(np . cos (wy/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wy/2)∗ sigmay ( ) )

129 ∗(np . cos (wz/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wz/2)∗ sigmaz ( ) ) )∗ s ta t e

130

131

132

133

134

135 return s ta te , blochsphere , po in t s [−1] [2 ]

Ramsey

1 from q u t i p import ∗

2 from sc ipy import ∗

3 import numpy as np

4 import m a t p l o t l i b . pyp lo t as p l t

5 cd somwhere # This l i n e w i l l r a i se an e r r o r not to f o r g e t to p o s i t i o n to a wanted output f o l d e r

6

7

8 # State e v o l u t i o n dur ing the Ramsey experiment

9 # Assumed i s the case i n which both burs ts r o t a t e the sp in around the same ax is i n the x−z plane

10

11 down = basis (2 ,1 ) # I n i t i a l s t a t e i s the sp in down s ta t e

12

13 # Creat ing the Bloch sphere and s e t t i n g i t ’ s fea tu res to the wanted ones
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14 b = Bloch ( )

15 b . f i g s i z e = [ 2 , 2 ]

16 b . view = [−40 ,30]

17

18 # A l i s t o f co lo rs to cyc le through f o r po in t s and vec to rs such t h a t r o t a t i o n vec to r co lo rs

19 # match the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y co l o r

20 b . p o i n t c o l o r = [ ’ y ’ , ’ r ’ , ’ y ’ ]

21 b . v e c t o r c o l o r = [ ’ y ’ , ’ r ’ , ’ y ’ , ’ g ’ , ’ b ’ ]

22

23 b . po in t marker = [ ’ o ’ ]

24 b . f rame width = 0.5

25 b . f rame alpha = 0.12

26 b . sphere alpha = 0.07

27 b . f o n t s i z e = 15

28 b . vec to r w id th = 2

29 b . p o i n t s i z e = [5 ,5 ,5 ,5 ]

30 b . c l e a r ( )

31

32 # Se t t i ng the r o t a t i o n frequency

33 f1 = 50e6 # Rota t ion frequency around x−axis , i n Hz

34 f d e t = 50e6 # Rota t ion frequency around z−ax is due to detu ing between Larmor and the re ference frequency , i n Hz

35 f normal = 50e6 # Normal iza t ion frequency , i n Hz

36 # The r o t a t i o n vec to r o f such a frequency w i l l appear as a u n i t vec to r on the Blochh sphere

37

38 t ime xz = 5 # i n ns , on ly i n t e g e r values

39 t a u w a i t = np . arange (6 ,30 ,2 ) # A l i s t o f wa i t i ng t imes i n nanoseconds

40

41

42 Z comp points = l i s t ( )

43 for j , tw in enumerate ( t a u w a i t ) :

44 r e t u r n e d s t u f f = Ramsey( f1 , f de t , b , down , t ime xz , tw , f norma l )

45 z = r e t u r n e d s t u f f [ 2 ]

46 b . add sta tes (down) # Add the i n i t i a l s t a t e to the Blochsphere

47 b . save (name = ’Ramsey2\ b l o c h t w a i t%d . png ’%j , d i r c = ’Ramsey ’ )

48 Z comp points . append ( z ) # Z−component values o f the f i n a l s t a te t r a j e c t o r y , f o r p l o t t i n g l a t e r on

49

50

51

52 # Ramsey experiment ( i n RWA)

53 def Ramsey( f1 , f de t , blochsphere , s ta te , t ime xz , tau wa i t , f norma l = 50e6 ) :

54 ’ ’ ’

55 Funct ion f o r c a l c u l a t i n g the s ta te e vo l u t i o n dur ing the Ramsey experiment and represen t ing i t on the Bloch sphere .

56 The d e t a i l s o f used fu n c t i o n s can be f i n d i n the manual o f the QuTiP package , a v a i l a b l e on l i ne .

57

58 Inpu ts :

59 f1 : f l o a t type

60 The r o t a t i o n frequency around x−ax is

61 f d e t : f l o a t type

62 The r o t a t i o n frequency around z−ax is due to detuning between Larmor and the re ference frequency , i n Hz

63 blochsphere : qu t i p . bloch . Bloch type

64 The Bloch sphere ins tance

65 s ta t e : qu t i p . qobj . Qobj type

66 The i n i t i a l s t a t e

67 t ime xz : i n t type

68 Durat ion o f both burs ts i n nanoseconds

69 t a u w a i t : i n t type

70 Durat ion o f the wa i t i ng t ime i n nanoseconds

71 f no rma l : f l o a t type

72 Normal iza t ion frequency

73 Vector o f t h i s frequency w i l l appear as the u n i t vec to r i n the Bloch sphere
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74 ’ ’ ’

75

76 t = np . l i nspace (0 ,1 , ( i n t ( t ime xz )+ i n t ( t a u w a i t )+ i n t ( t ime xz ) ) ) # F u l l t ime ar ray i n nanoseconds

77

78 # Swi tch ing to the r a d i a l f requency

79 # Factor 1e−9 i s because of nanoseconds

80 w1 = 2∗np . p i∗ f1∗1e−9

81 w det = 2∗np . p i∗ f d e t∗1e−9

82 w normal = f norma l∗2∗np . p i∗1e−9

83

84 po in t s = [ ]

85 blochsphere . c l ea r ( )

86 # Going through the t ime ar ray and c a l c u l a t i n g the new s ta t e f o r every nanosecond

87 for i in range ( 1 , ( len ( t ) + 2 ) ) :

88 # Get t ing the x , y and z components o f a s ta t e

89 ex = expect ( sigmax ( ) , s t a t e )

90 ey = expect ( sigmay ( ) , s t a t e )

91 ez = expect ( sigmaz ( ) , s t a t e )

92 po in t s . append ( [ ex , ey , ez ] ) # Sto r ing t h i s components as the s ta t e po in t coord ina tes

93

94 # During the f i r s t bu rs t the r o t a t i o n vec to r i s i n the x−z plane

95 i f i<=t ime xz :

96 wx = w1

97 wy = 0

98 wz = w det

99 i f i == t ime xz : # At the end of the burs t

100 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

101 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s ) . T ) # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

102

103

104 # During the wa i t i ng t ime the r o t a t i o n vec to r i s along the z−ax is

105 e l i f ( i>t ime xz and i<=(t ime xz+ t a u w a i t ) ) :

106 wx = 0

107 wy = 0

108 wz = w det

109 i f i == ( t ime xz+ t a u w a i t ) :

110 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

111 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s [ ( t ime xz + 1 ) : ] ) . T ) # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

112

113 # During the second burs t the r o t a t i o n vec to r i s i n the x−z plane

114 e l i f i>(t ime xz+ t a u w a i t ) :

115 wx = w1

116 wy = 0

117 wz = w det

118 i f i == len ( t )+1 :

119 blochsphere . add vectors ( [ wx / w normal , wy / w normal , wz / w normal ] ) # Adding the r o t a t i o n vec to r

120 # Adding the po in t s o f the corresponding t r a j e c t o r y

121 blochsphere . add po in ts ( np . ar ray ( po in t s [ ( ( t ime xz+ t a u w a i t ) + 1 ) : ] ) . T )

122

123 i f i == len ( t )+1 :

124 blochsphere . add sta tes ( s ta t e ) # Add the f i n a l s t a te to the BLoch sphere a t the l a s t passage through the loop

125

126

127 # The next s t a te ( a f t e r one nanosecod ) i s ca l cu la ted as a m u l t i p l i c a t i o n o f the corresponding r o t a t i o n opera tor

128 # and the prev ious s ta te

129 s t a t e = ( ( np . cos (wx/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wx/2)∗ sigmax ( ) )

130 ∗(np . cos (wy/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wy/2)∗ sigmay ( ) )

131 ∗(np . cos (wz/2)∗np . eye(2)−1.0 j∗np . s in (wz/2)∗ sigmaz ( ) ) )∗ s ta t e

132

133
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134

135 return s ta te , blochsphere , po in t s [−1] [2 ]
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